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ABSTRACT
Employing impressionistic and descriptive methods, this study 
analyzes the Thomas Road Baptist Church (Lynchburg, Virginia) as a 
rapidly expanding institution which, to a large extent, exemplifies the 
much larger, nationwide resurgence in fundamentalist religion. The im­
pact and influence of this local church is intensified by its national, 
electronic audience which is reached through extensive media efforts.
The church is shown to be an Established Sect, and certain of its 
predominant ideological features are highlighted by the application of 
this sociological concept to the study. Likewise, the use of the con­
cept of charisma is beneficial in determining the nature of the leader­
ship. The sectarian and social movement qualities which are present 
in the church, a moral protest expressing alienation from the dominant 
society, a sharpness of the we-they dichotomy, the conferrence of elite 
status upon members, and the strength of commitment of the membership 
are examined.
The church’s history, present activities, and future prospects all 
reveal a primary emphasis on growth; both as a factor to indicate suc­
cess and as a proof to the members that their activities are in accord 
with God’s plan.
The activist stance taken by the members in furthering their in­
stitutional goals is analyzed in this study as being an impetus for the 
growth of the institution as well as being a psychologically rewarding 
element to its members.
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THOMAS ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH: A
OP THE HEW PUKDAMENTALISM
STUDY
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The past decade has witnessed a much publicized resurgence of 
fundamentalist religion. The waxing of this movement has been the subject 
of television documentaries, magazine articles, and newspaper stories by 
the secular media, and an object of speculation and examination by poli­
tical and social commentators and various pollsters. Called by many names 
— the new evangelicals, orthodox protestantism, the born-again movemement, 
fundamentalism— it cuts across denominational lines and geographic areas.
The old time religion, reminiscent of the revivals and tent meet­
ings of rural America,, has received new packaging making it palatable to 
twentieth-century tastes. The fundamentalist religion which many thought 
had disappeared into the hills and rural areas of the South, has reemerged 
in many sectors of American life with new vitality, different techniques, 
and a wider appeal, making it a religion for now; the old-time religion 
with a face lift.
In the South especially, which has long been a stronghold for 
this brand of religion, many groups espousing the "fundamentalsM of the 
Bible have amassed congregations numbering in the thousands, and have 
mobilized those outside their immediate location through televised minis­
tries. This religion has been expertly adapted to the age of mass com­
munication and has borrowed many of its techniques from the secular sphere.
Business is usually on the cutting edge of innovation and change 
because of its quest for finances . . . Therefore the church would 
be wise to look at business for a prediction of future innovation 
(Palwell and Towns, 1971*40)•
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3This does indeed seem to be the case as these religious organiza­
tions employ many of the latest marketing techniques with all the exper­
tise of Madison Avenue. The latest business trends are analyzed and 
utilized in every aspect of their mass appeals. In essence, as Jerry 
Falwell, head of one of the largest of these religious concerns, the 
Thomas Road Baptist Church, relates:
. . . One major store in a shopping center usually will not 
attract the multitudes. However* a combination of services (pro­
viding competition and more services) of at least two large com­
panies, with small supporting stores has been the secret of the 
success of shopping centers.
The Thomas Road Baptist Church believes that the combined 
ministries of several agencies in one church can not only attract 
the masses to the gospel, but can better minister to each indivi­
dual who comes (Falwell and Towns, 1971sM-)•
It is, it seems, a case of the supermarket replacing the old country
store.
Three religious organizations representative of such ’'super 
churches” in the southeastern region of the United States are: ”The PTL 
Club,"* "The 700 Club," and "The Old Time Gospel Hour" of the Thomas 
Road Baptist Church (TRBC). The first two groups do not have local con­
gregations and concentrate their efforts entirely on their televised 
ministries. They both employ a talk-show format featuring a host and 
are done much in the manner of a Johnny Carson Show. "The Old Time Gos­
pel Hourr (OTGH), on the other hand, is telecast from the Thomas Road 
sanctuary, where approximately i|,000 of the church’s 16,000 lccal mem­
bers gather weekly for the main service which is taped and telecast at 
a later date and retains the perennial revival service format, including 
the calling forward of lost souls for conversion at the end of the service.
^Previously known as Praise The Lord, now known as People That 
Love (Washington Post, March 31» 1978:0-12).
kA1though different in format, these three shows, as well as numer­
ous others which enjoy wide nationwide appeal, all have as their objec­
tive to reach as many people as possible with the G-ospel. This approach 
is articulated and exploited with great zeal by Jerry Falwell*s Thomas 
Hoad Baptist Church (TEBC) which coined the term "saturation evangelism" 
to describe their philosophy. Since the success of TEBC in aggregating 
adherents is not an isolated phenomenon, it provides an excellent oppor­
tunity for the examination of this movement. Though defined in many 
different ways, the essence of this religion is that one’s spiritual 
state is the most important issue in life. One must accept Jesus Christ 
as the personal savior in order to insure eternal life. Further, the 
Bible is interpreted literally and is felt to have overwhelming rele­
vance in today* s world.
For the Thomas Eoaders, this adherence to Biblical principles is 
evidenced in every aspect of their lives. The institution defines the 
church's situation in light of Biblical prophecy. The 3t$00 acres of 
land which they call Liberty Mountain is, according to Falwell, "our 
Promised Land." Members are urged to circle this land seven times, pray­
ing for its survival, just as Joshua told the Hebrews to march around 
the walls of Jericho seven times. This they believe will help to assure 
that construction of the dormitories and memorial center on Liberty 
Mountain will continue smoothly (Journal Champion, September 1, 1978:!)• 
In this maimer we see that prayer and acts of faith are regarded as 
essential in fostering what the church members consider to be a divinely 
inspired expansion of facilities and growth in membership.
The rapidity of growth-at Thomas Road Baptist Church (TEBC) lends 
a volatility to the movement which makes it difficult to "pin down”
5certain factors# especially quantitative ones. Budget size# number ox 
radio and television stations, number of vehicles in the bus ministry, 
and even the size of the physical plant are figures which constantly 
fluctuate as new goals are set and additional efforts are made. Even as 
the church was being studied, the movement was rapidly expanding and 
members themselves expressed an inability to keep track of the growth.
The increasing- influence and numerical strength of the movement 
as a whole (they proudly proclaim the swelling ranks of 50 million evan­
gelical Americans) and of their church in particular* is an unmistakable 
point of pride for the Thomas Roaders. At the same time, their expand­
ing efforts into the political sphere, and the building of an immense 
religious complex on Liberty Mountain provide the members with concrete 
evidence of their commercial, material, and ideological success. But, 
even more important to the members are the psychological benefits accru­
ing from a dedication to this common cause of world evangelization. One 
is aware, in observing church activities, reading the literature, and in 
conversing with them, that their lives are consumed with a religious 
zeal which the outsider is unable to fully comprehend.
Given this subjective nature of the phenomenon, a participant 
observation research design was chosen in order to gain an overall im­
pression of the church; its doctrine, strategies, and the effects of 
membership on individuals. While such things as deprivation theories, 
statistical analyses# and experimental designs all have their place in
-X’
Falwell definitely anticipates and seeks to have a national poli­
tical impact. In the Spring of 1978 he led a group of evangelicals to 
the Middle East to confer with Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and Israe­
li .Prime Minister Menachem Begin. His weekly telecasts, which reach 
approximately 20 million viewers are packed with implicit political im­
port and explicit action.
6explanations of this social phenomenon, they all suggest a removal from 
the actual human behavior that is taking place. As John Lofland, an 
experienced participant observer explains, quantitative analyses are 
concerned with explaining the causes and consequences "of a social pheno­
menon, the forms it assumes, the variations it displays," while the 
qualitative researcher is primarily concerned with the characteristics 
of the phenomenon and the forms of its variations (Lofland, 1971:13)•
The former type of research often involves some implicit value 
orientation or preconceived notions about the object of study; variables 
are formulated, theories are to be tested, even before the research be­
gins. The qualitative methodologist, on the other hand, ideally enters 
the field of research with no preconceived notions of the subject, his 
task being
to become highly aware of his subject and its surroundings in 
order to obtain an accurate intuitive grasp of it . . . he 
approaches his subject with every effort to eliminate his pre­
conceptions about it. He has no hypothesis to direct him . . «
/^E"e tends/ to let the variables define themselves in the context 
of the research (Bruyn in Filstead, 1970:281|).
General observation was aided by other, more concrete methods of 
research. Luring the eight months in which the church was studied 
(October 1977 1° May 1978)> 3^ of the church services were attended, in­
cluding both Sunday and Wednesday evening services. In addition, two 
orientation sessions for a missionary trip to Haiti were attended, and 
time was 3pent as a volunteer in the church's mailing department.
Several of the church's weekly, hour-long "Old Time Gospel Hoiir" (OTGH) 
telecasts were tape recorded for a more in-depth analysis of the church’s 
message. To the same end, cassette tapes distributed by the church 
describing the doctrine and explaining how some of these principles can 
be applied in the individual's life, were also obtained. Church
7literature, including books, pamphlets, brochures, and religious tracts 
were examined and provided a rich source of data. Much insight into the 
church's philosophy came from casual interactions with members at the 
church. Additionally, twelve formal interviews were conducted with 
church members, the majority of whom are committed, full-time church 
employees, 'these interviews ranged in length of from one-half hour to 
three hours. Thirteen interviews were conducted with non-members of the 
church as well, to gain insight into the dynamics of the church-community 
relationship.
Every attempt was made to maintain objectivity and value neutral­
ity; yet, it became apparent early that the use of certain sociological 
concepts is ’unavoidable and is valid inasmuch as they help to elucidate 
the nature of the particular phenomenon being studied. It was also hoped 
that by the application of concepts such as charisma, sect, and social 
movement, some sense, both of the validity and limits of these concepts, 
in explaining developments in contemporary religious life could be gained.
CHAPTER II
AH OVERVIEW
Two concepts which are inescapable in any interpretation of Thomas 
Road Baptist Church (TEBC) are "charisma” and the religious sect. TEBC 
is a southern Baptist church which has sprung, in a few years, from 
early poverty and obscurity to being one of the "largest businesses" in 
the Lynchburg area, with a nationwide audience numbering in the millions. 
This growth is centered around the figure of Jerry Falwell, the church’s 
leader. Although his contribution to the church’s growth can be analyzed 
in terms of his capacity an a "business manager" (financial organization, 
unflagging energy and commitment, entrepreneurial risk-taking, timely 
introduction of innovations, the proper delegation of authority), the 
attractiveness and power of the personality remains a principal, if not 
the predominant factor, in the church’s success. Hence, any approach 
to this unusual figure, who has singlehandedly brought a tiny church 
founded in an empty soda factory to the status of one of the ten largest 
Sunday schools in the nation, must entail something of the concept of 
charisma. In this respect, the idea of charisma is useful if one is 
mindful of the original limitations placed upon the term by Max Weber.
According to Weber's original concept of the charismatic leader, 
the perception of the exceptional or superhuman qualities of the leader 
is a function of the interaction between the leader and his followers.
To those outside the group, the exceptional personality may appear quite 
ordinary and the response will be neutral or antipathetic. This is
8
9certainly true in the case of Jerry Falwell. To much of the Lynchburg 
community outside the church, Falwell’s lack of distinctiveness and the 
banality of practically everything he utters is their strongest impres­
sion. As one interviewee put it, "Whatever .you make of him, he's still 
a hick. By God, he even looks like a hick." On the other hand, many 
interviewees showed a certain fear of actually criticizing such a power­
ful individual, wished their comments to be anonymous, and coated their 
criticisms with qualifications such as "I'm sure with all those people, 
some good is being done."
Secondly, Weber notes that the devotion aroused by the leader is 
devotion to "a common 'cause,' to a rationally intended success." The 
leader's extraordinariness obtains only inasmuch as he is seen as the 
vehicle and promise of a greater social or cosmological goal (Eisen- 
stadt, ed., 1968:30). At Thomas Road this nexus is quite explicit. 
Falwell is the focus and director of the church's growth and activity, 
which in turn are seen as a "spark" which will ignite a revolutionary 
transformation of the nation and the world.
This absorption of the lives of individuals into a broader goal, 
vitally linked to the personality of the leader, is most likely to occur 
among classes of individuals who experience a certain alienation and 
frustration with the status quo. Among groups content with their roles 
in the prevailing society, the vision of the utopia existing as a polar 
opposite to the present will lack clarity and importance. The concept 
of a religious sect, when reduced to its essentials, depicts the aliena­
tion of sect members from the dominant society. The variations of sect 
behavior are seen as means of dealing with the tensions of this aliena­
tion. Hence, a "charismatic religious leader" with his promise to
10
deliver the followers into one form or another of""promised land," finds 
his most suitable surroundings in the sect (Yinger, 1970:256-260).
The sectarian nature of their organization is proudly accepted by 
TEBC. Elmer Towns, editor-in-chief of all the church publications, who 
is very familiar* with the sociological concept of sect, proudly pro­
claims that the church is definitely a sect end states that they intend 
to maintain this sectarian orientation. Towns asserts that "fundamen­
talism is sectarian in nature" (interview, March 16, 1978).
Several members have expressed the necessity for the church to re­
main independent of other religious and secular institutions. They ex­
press the view that denominations tend toward liberalism and that the 
individual church does not maintain control of its own finances; doc­
trine or missionaries. They feel that this signifies a loss of control 
the individual church members. Jerry Falwell, the church's pastor, 
reflects this desire for autonomy In his statement that "Many of the 
schools and churches which were once true to God have gone into liberal­
ism . . . For that reason, TEBC is unaffiliated with any earthly organi­
zation" ("Let TJs Hang Together," n.d.:!+.).
Liston Pope, in his study of the role of religion in a small 
southern community, observed that sects take a certain pride "in the 
harassment they afford to older denominations" and that they nurture a 
sense of competition as they lash out against their religious rivals 
(Pope, 19142:139). This is decidedly the cs.se at TEBC and Falwell refers 
to these established churches as "religious morgues" (OTG-H broadcast,
April 16, 1978). He notes that "If I followed the direction of a demonina- 
tion, we would be running 300 in attendance today"* (Towns, 19738:17)•
It will be remembered that the present membership is placed at
16,000.
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Falwell described this type of church in detail, saying' that things are 
usually in good order, they are well organized and their services re­
flect the fact that "they knew three months ago what hymns they were 
going to sing and in what order.” There is in this church, he says,
”no room for the movement of God's spirit.” Falwell concludes of such 
churches that "The wreath hasn't been placed on the door, but the obi­
tuary has appeared in heaven" (OTGH broadcast, April 16, 1978)*
On the other hand, Falwell maintains, churches should not be 
"guilty of being disorderly" because "the Bible says God is not the 
author of confusion." Members are not to be carried away by their 
"spiritual enthusiasm" (OTGH broadcast, April 16, 1978)* This fine line 
between "dead orthodoxy" and disorderliness is maintained at TEBC. Upon 
entering the sanctuary, one notices talking among friends and acquain­
tances, and a relatively unstructured atmosphere. "The sanctuary is 
not considered sacred" (Towns, 1973a:!?0)> an8- permits a more informal 
attitude than the denominational church. Members sing the gospels loudly, 
often without the aid of a hymnbook. Speakers rarely make reference to 
notes, but instead speak more spontaneously, although they obviously 
decide ahead of time what their message will be. The "invitation" to 
come forward and be converted at the end. of the sermon is considered to 
be the highlight of the service.
Early theorists, such as Ernst Troeltsch, emphasized that the sect 
is a voluntary association whose exclusivity is reflected in the fact 
that a definite religious experience is required as a prerequisite of 
membership. As a reaction or protest against the Church (which is accom­
modated to the dominant society), the sect displays little formal organi­
zation and appeals directly to Christ and the Scriptures (often believing
in the priesthood of all believers), and emphasizes spontaneity in wor­
ship services, The sect was characterized by an emotional and strong 
commitment to the religious ideals of the group, stressing the brother­
hood of all true believers, and was viewed primarily as an expression 
of dissent of the least economically advantaged classes (Troeltsch, 1931 
336~337)‘ Because of the voluntary nature of the sect and. its emphasis 
on a deeply felt religious experience and the strength of commitment 
that is involved (elements that may not be easily socialized into the 
young) the sect was seen as short-lived and 111 chard Niebuhr insisted in 
The Social Sources of Denominational.ism that "By its very nature the 
sectarian type of organization is valid only for one generation" (Nie­
buhr, 1929:19).
TEBC conforms to this definition of the sect in several respects, 
but differs strikingly in others. The TEBC stresses the "bom again" 
experience which signals one’s entry into the elite status of "the saved 
emphasizes the authority of the Scriptures in all doctrine, and stresses 
the brotherhood of believers by referring to themselves as the "family 
of God." On the other hand, TEBC stresses the need to train the young 
in the fundamentals of the faith, has a large and highly specialized 
pastorate, and displays a large and efficient organization— characteris­
tics which Troeltsch attributed to the Church (Troeltsch, 193^:33l~3d3)*
Sect-Church typology is currently in a state of modification as 
more recent theorists have broadened the scope of earlier concepts to 
cover contemporary developments in the character of sects in modem 
society. It is useful to distinguish between the two ideal types, sect 
and denomination, but it must be remembered that the term sect refers to 
a range of sect-tvpes which do not at all times manifest themselves in
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the same manner (Nelson, 1975:2-33) *• ~*le nse|l ^or evolution in the con­
cept was recognized early by writers such as Liston Pope who emphasized 
that the essence of the sect lay in a dynamism and volatility which 
could easily elude any fixed set of categories. Responding to the ephe­
meral nature of sects that was so marked in early definitions of the 
term, J. Milton Yinger, an authority in the Sociology of Religion, pro­
vides an extension of the term in his conception of the Established 
Sect. This type of sect is less exclusive and somewhat more accommo­
dated to dominant society. Yet, it retains elements of moral protest 
and a sense of being a spiritual elite which serve to maintain its self- 
identification and prevents complete denominalization. These sects may 
demonstrate a high degree of organization while retaining their sectar­
ian nature (Yinger, 1970:266-270). TEBC fits this category and can, 
hence, be regarded as an established sect.
Bryan Wilson, one cf the foremost authorities on modern sects, has 
likewise increased the applicability of the term by broadening its scope. 
He cites the organizational features that mark many modem sects and 
posits that in some instances, the sect may have conscious control over 
the development of its organization. He also states that the sect mem­
bers are not always dram from the poorest strata of society. However, 
the main differentiation between the denomination and the sect remains 
that the former is accommodated to the dominant society while the most 
important element of the sect, according to Wilson, is that it is a 
movement of religious protest (Wilson, 1970:7-25)*
This religious protest is apparent at TEBC. In the estimation of 
the members, .America is a "sin-sick society" which is experiencing great 
difficulties and a loss of prestige as a result of its "rebellion against
Ik
God." Present economic and spiritual problems represent "God’s judg­
ment" on the country which fails to recognise His authority. Hence,
"The greatest thing Americans can do for themselves, their families and 
their nation is to become b o m  again" ("TV Facts," .March 5-H> 1978).
Finally, Wilson asserts that the distinguishing features of the 
sect continue to be its element of moral protest and its unwillingness 
to embrace the dominant culture. Largely as a result of this alienation, 
the sect demands an. allegiance and commitment of its members which 
clearly sets it off from other institutions and demands that the indivi­
dual become one of us. The commitment should transcend other worldly 
considerations and as a group which has access to an exclusive body of 
•truths, confers elite, status upon its believers. Additionally, the mem­
ber is expected to conform to the ideals of the group and to manifest 
allegiance through behavior (Wilson, 1970:22-35)*
CHAPTER III 
HISTORY OP THE CHURCH
The super-natural blessing of Almighty God is the only explanation 
for twenty years of miracles. Thousands of lives have been reached 
and changed by the power of the Gospel. Thomas Road Baptist Church 
is indeed the Great Commission in action. Jerry Falwell, the man 
in the people business, the man sent by God, made it happen! (Davis 
and Tomczak, 1977:8).
As a self-proclaimed Bible-believing, soul-winning, super-aggressive 
church, Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC) views itself as an expansionist 
force whose reason for existence is to "save that soul nearest hell," 
"reclaim backsliders," and gather in all the "unsaved" in an effort to 
realize the goal of world evangelization. In reviewing the history of 
this institution, one is struck by the unswerving adherence to these 
goals. Increase in membership, expansion of the physical plant, and the 
training of the young to disseminate the message throughout the world, 
are seen as signs of success in the church’s goals and a verification 
that these goals are in accord with God’s wishes, for "God blesses those 
who honor Him."
The success of the church is largely dependent upon the leadership 
of Jerry Falwell, its pastor, and thus the church's origins can truth­
fully be said to have sprung from the evening of January 20, 1952, when 
the eighteen-year-old Falwell, and his friend, Jim Moon, attended a 
Sunday service at Park Avenue Baptist Church in Lynchburg, Virginia. 
Falwell went forward to be converted and was followed to the altar by- 
Moon, who is presently TRBC’s co-pastor (Towns, 1971:22-29). The conver­
sion experience was not an outwardly dramatic one for Falwell, but it
15
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was effective and Falwell explains, "I don’t get Him one stage at a time. 
I got Him all at once, totally and entirely on that January night, 1952, 
when I was horn, again by faith in Christ” (OTGH broadcast, March 26, 
1978). Falwell frequently refers to this conversion in sermons, some­
times citing it as the most important day in his life. Following the 
event, Falwell transferred from Lynchburg College to the Baptist Bible 
College in Springfield, Missouri (Towns, 1971:22-29).
Upon graduation Falwell returned to Lynchburg and was asked by a 
group of 35 adults to help them form a new church. After some considera­
tion, Falwell decided to do so although, according to church literature, 
he had some initial reservations because he was mindful of the Biblical 
injunction that "a prophet is not without honor save in his own country" 
(Towns, i969:99)« Falwell’s hesitation stemmed from another factor as 
well. These original adults were a splinter group from the Park Avenue 
Baptist Church. Falwell reportedly felt that problems could ensue from 
starting a new church from another church that had problems. These ini­
tial reservations were dispelled, however, as Falwell gave the subject 
further consideration and conferred with the Park Avenue pastor who posed 
no great objections to the new church. Falwell relates that "I felt the 
pastor was agreeable because I had agreed to organize the church across 
town” (Towns, 1971:29). The splinter group as well as some other Chris­
tians held their first meeting in an old schoolhouse. By June of 1956, 
the church was able to rent an abandoned soft-drink factory on the pre­
sent Thomas Road site (Towns, 1969:99)*
The first account of the church to appear in the local newspaper 
was in June of 1956, when it was reported that 100 people had attended 
services on Thomas Road. At this time temporary officers were elected,
and the congregation voted unanimously to devote one-tenth of the budget 
for missions. It was revealed, that the church had purchased a 95 by 330 
foot lot on Thomas Road at a cost of $9,500* Plans for construction of 
a permanent sanctuary were announced (The Daily Advance, June 22, 1956). 
By its first anniversary the church was averaging Ij.50 la attendance 
(The Daily Advance, June 22, 1957)•
Dedication services were held in the new sanctuary on Thomas Road 
at the end of March, 1958. The local newspaper revealed that a "large 
crowd" of more than 800 people attended this service, at the end of which 
fifteen people "voluntarily came forward to be converted and 3 persons 
dedicated their lives to the Lord" (The Daily Advance, March 31, 1958). 
Five students who were being sponsored by the church at the Tennessee 
Temple School in Chattanooga assisted Falwell in the service. Special 
attention was directed toward one of these students, Paul Tan,, who was 
from, "the wartorn country of Jakarta, Indonesia," and the 99 charter mem­
bers of the church were recognized (The Daily Advance, March 31, 1958).
In these early days the church advertised by billboards which bore the 
message, "Come to Thomas Road Baptist Church where the Bible is the only 
book preached."
These first two years of the church’s history reflect some of the 
themes that have remained dominant. The emphasis on bigness and growth 
was apparent by 1958 when 15 people were converted in one service, and 
the church drew a crowd of over 800 people. The emphasis on students 
and their religious instruction was evident in the fact that five men 
were being sponsored by the church at a Bible School. The initial bud­
get which earmarked one-tenth of the funds for missions shows that from 
its inception, the church was committed to spreading the gospel. Emphasis
on the Bible as the sole text was apparent, and in later years has been 
developed into numerous courses and programs sponsored by the church in 
which the individual is instructed in Bible memorization which i3 felt 
to produce better soul winners.
From 1962 to 1970 the church continued to experience extremely 
rapid growth, culminating in the opening of a mammoth 3?600-seat sanctu­
ary on June 28, 1970. This period was marked by the church’s first step 
into formal education with the creation of the Lynchburg Christian Aca­
demy (LCA), and the inception of a highly successful "electronic" minis­
try, "The Old Time Gospel Hour" (OTGH). The church also continued to 
promote itself through newspaper advertisements and canvassing of the 
area, although the billboard ministry disappeared.
The opening stages of this period of expansion were heralded on 
December 11, 1962, when a $12*2,330 building permit was issued to the 
church (The News, December 11, 1962). Construction of an 800~seat sanc­
tuary was begun early in 1963 and was completed in the Spring of 1962+. 
The Lynchburg newspaper reported that the new building would include 
eleven Sunday School rooms, two assembly rooms, and a pastor’s study, in 
addition to the sanctuary. The old .sanctuary was remodeled to serve as 
the church's education department. The church was reported to have 
1,300 members at this time (The News, August 1, 1962).
In May, I.966, church members themselves began construction of a 
two-story, brick Sunday School classroom building located behind the two 
other churches. The church was unwilling to assume another debt at this 
time so members donated their own time and labor for the enterprise. 
Falwell announced at this time:
By the end of the year we plan to have 2,000 attending Sunday 
School on a regular basis. We were forced to turn away over 200 
for Sunday School Easter Sunday and this triggered the idea of
putting up a new building. We had 2,375 in Sunday School on Eas­
ter Sunday. Presently we have 80 classrooms for Sunday School 
activities in the three buildings of the church (The Daily Advance, 
May 21, 1966).
The newspaper added that "The Bible is the only textbook used” (The Daily 
Advance, May 21, 1966).
In the fall of 1967? the Lynchburg Christian Academy (LCA) was 
established to provide private education for grades kindergarten through 
high school. The school was all white and in the community was perceived 
to be a reaction to integration. In an interview reported in the local 
newspaper, prior to the school's formation, Falwell revealed "that Bible 
reading and prayer will be a part of the daily program and there will be 
chapel services to promote Christian standards of living and patriotism" 
(The News, November 11, 1966). The school was located behind the main 
sanctuary on Thomas Road where it remains today. Currently, LCA does 
not discriminate on "the basis of sex, race, color, national origin or 
ethnic group" ("Lynchburg Christian Academy," brochure, p. l). Its pur­
pose continues to be "to give the Christian training along with a solid 
academic foundation in the basic fundamentals of learning for the aver­
age and. above-average student" ("Lynchburg Christian Academy," brochure, 
p. 2). It has an enrollment of close to 1,000 students and has plans 
for expansion of up to 1,500 students by 1981 (Covert, 1977:7)*
The year 19&7 also marked the beginning of the church’s full-time 
television ministry with the first broadcast of the "Old Time Gospel 
Hour" (OTGH). The church had televised religious programs since 1957? 
but the OTGH as a weekly, hour-long broadcast of the church's actual 
Sunday morning service was an attractive innovation that enjoyed much 
greater success than the earlier efforts (Towns, 1971:75)* During the 
first year, the show was broadcast on ten commercial television stations
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(The Daily Advance, September 3, 19&7)* By 1973> the program was heard 
on I4.3O radio and television stations across the country, and at present 
the church's broadcasts are heard on over 800 television and radio sta­
tions (Covert, 1977 ? 2).
Continued growth in church membership led to the construction of 
the Brainerd Building in 1967 and the Carter building in 1968. Accord­
ing to church members, at this time "Crowds continued to come . . . 
Attendance numbered in the thousands” (.Davis with Tomczak, 1-977 s 7) • In 
1968, on the twelfth anniversary of the church, Reverend Oliver Greene, 
a. nationally renowned evangelist, was invited to speak at the church. 
”Rev. Greene’s huge tent was erected on the property. Sunday School 
attendance on that day climbed to 5>>0U0” (.Davis with Tomczak, 1977s7)•
In 1969» plans were made to construct a third sanctuary and two 
additional education buildings (Davis with Tomczak, 1977s8). On June 
28, I97O, the church celebrated its fourteenth anniversary and held 
dedication services in this newly completed 3,600-seat sanctuary which 
is still the largest auditorium in Lynchburg. The mayor of Lynchburg, 
Eamner Gay, end Sixth District Representative Richard H. Poff were pre­
sent at the celebration. There were. 8,260 people in Sunday School on 
this day making it "one of the largest church crowds on record throughout 
the D.S.,” according to the local newspaper (The Daily Advance, June 29,
1970).
By this period TRBC had attained the status of the ninth largest 
Sunday School in America (Towns, 1969). It was soon given a plaque by 
the editor of the religious magazine, "Christian Life,” commemorating 
them as the "fastest growing Sunday School in America” (The News, Novem­
ber 27, 1971)-
According to Elmer Towns, editor-in-chief of the TKBC puhlications, 
the change in facilities from a 900-seat sanctuary to a 3,600-seat sanc­
tuary resulted in the church’s greatest period of growth from 1970 to 
1971• Membership rose from approximately 2,400 to 5>000 during that 
I>eriod, Towns used such terms as "corporate demand" and "stimulus re­
sponse" in explaining this situation. Towns labels this period "those 
glory days," and explained that all the people brought in from out of 
town and employed at the church at this stage were people "directly re­
lated. to growth." In the five years subsequent to 1971> the church has 
experienced what Towns terms a slower, "natural growth." This type of 
natural grov-rth results from individual decisions to join rather than 
from one big stimulus which instigates a dramatic surge in membership, 
he suggests. Towns currently expects a surge in membership similar to 
the 1970-71 period within the next two years when the church builds a 
projected 12,000-seat sanctuary on "Liberty Mountain" (interview, March 
16, 1978).
Throughout the sixties and on into the seventies, two additional 
techniques which were used by the church to foster growth were the 
staging of special events which are often held in the city stadium and 
the appearance of special guests who are well known in the state, and 
often on bhe national level. Annually, the church holds a Homecoming 
Service at the stadium. On June 25, 1972, 19,020 people arrived to take 
part in the services which the church has subsequently described as "the 
largest Sunday School since Pentecost" (Towns, 1973a-:12). According to 
the "Statistical Study" distributed by TBBC, 8,000 out-of-state visitors 
are drawn to Lynchburg every year for these special events. Among the 
events drawing- these visitors are not only the Homecoming, but also the
Thomas Hoad Bible Institute Pastor's Conference and a National Youth 
Conference, which are held annually (Covert, 1977s8).
In November of 1977, the church sponsored a 7“day Super Conference 
which filled the sanctuary nightly, and many nights provided an overflow 
crowd of close to a thousand people. The church parking lot was filled 
to capacity with cars and campers, a great number of which had out-of- 
state license plates. Conservative political commentator, Paul Harvey 
was the keynote speaker on the first day of the conference.
Much of the publicity the church has received in the local news­
paper has come from articles reporting on the noteworthy people who 
appear there. Beginning with the appearance of Bob Jones, president of 
Bob Jones University in Greenville, South Carolina, on June 23, 1958, 
the local newspaper has publicized the arrival of public figures at TRBC. 
Jones spoke of the events leading to Christ's return and commented on 
the apostate condition of the modem church during1 his appearance. Hie 
newspaper stated that 631 persons attended Sunday School that day and 
600 were present for Jones' message at the morning service (The Daily 
Advance, June 23, 1958)*
A three-column article heralded the arrival of Mrs. Flonnie Castle­
berry Maddox (mother of ex-Georgia-governor Lester Maddox) in 1968. Mrs. 
Maddox delivered a, message at TRBC where she stated her conviction "That 
present world developments are Biblical predictions come true." Mrs. 
Maddox told a newspaper interviewer that she had become aware of the 
Thomas Road ministry from listening to the "Old Time Gospel Hour" on 
radio (The News, March 9, 1968).
In recent years, with its increase in size, and the exposure re­
sulting from the CTGH, the church has attracted an increasingly famous
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list of guests. Public figures such as Alabama Governor George Wallace, 
born-again, former Black Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver, and United 
States Senator from Virginia Harry Byrd have delivered messages at the 
church. However, no one figure has generated as much publicity as 
singer Anita Bryant, the noted anti-homosexuality campaigner. Her 
attendance at the church constituted a noteworthy and controversial event 
in Lynchburg. A half-page article was run on Bryant during' her appear­
ance in September, 1977j and it was reported that the church received a 
bomb threat following her performance. The congregation voted to con­
tinue with the service while police searched the auditorium, whi.ch 
prompted Falwell's statement, "Now kooks, go blow your bombs up some­
where else" (The New£, September 5? 1977)* Prom observation it can be 
asserted that Bryant's appearance assures a full house at Thomas Road.
The success of these and other tactics in promoting growth was 
evidenced in 1971 with the establishment of Liberty Baptist College (LBC), 
originally Lynchburg Baptist College. A church-sponsored, four-year 
liberal arts college, Liberty Baptist had over 1,400 full- and part-time 
students in its second year of operation (Towns, 1973^:24). Initially, 
classes were held at Thomas Road while the student body was dispersed 
in dormitories throughout the city, including a mammoth old hotel in the 
downtown area. Buses were used to carry the student body to and from 
school. In the last year, however, the church has begun consolidating 
the college facilities on "Liberty Mountain," 2,400 acres of land 
located south of Lynchbuicg. Two new buildings at this location now house 
all the classes for the college's 1,800 students. Dormitories are under 
construction, and eventually much of the church itself, including the 
sancturary, will be moved there (The News, May 8, 1978).
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The college serves the dual functions of providing a suitable col­
lege environment to which Christian parents may send their children and 
the training of a special cadre of evangelical youth who will promote a 
Christ-centered revival throughout a sin-filled society* According to 
the college catalogue:
Liberty Baptist College is a unique school, combining academic 
excellence with practical Christian living, dedicated to training 
young people through the framework of the Hew Testament Church.
We stand firmly as fundamentalists and separatists, committed to 
Bible disciplines, holy living, and soul winning (Falwell, LBC 
Catalogue, 1978-79 *3)•
Hie college hopes to produce a generation of "young leaders" who will 
have "the strength of character and commitment to the absolute truths of 
the Word of God that will cause them to shake this world" (Falwell, LBC 
Catalogue, 1978-79O). A prayer begins every class at the college. 
Students follow a strict dress code and are forbidden to use profanity, 
dance, smoke, drink, listen to rock and roll or country-western music, 
or attend the movie theater (The Libert:/- Way, 1977-78:33)* They are ex­
pected to actively witness for Christ in the community.
The college projects an enrollment of 4>000 by 1981 (Covert, 1977? 
7). Presently, the college is seeking full accreditation for its aca­
demic program with the Southern Association of Schools and’Colleges and 
has already received candidate status in this process. If such accredi­
tation is achieved, LBC will be the only fully accredited four-year 
liberal arts, fundamental Christian school in the United States (inter­
view, Covert, March 2, 1978). The college offers a Bachelor of Science 
degree In several majors, is dedicated to transmitting fundamental Chris­
tian ideals, and has as its motto, "Knowledge Aflame" (LBC Catalogue, 
1978-79:5- 6).
Liberty Baptist College is currently complemented by a number of 
other educational programs. The Liberty Baptist Seminary is the gradu­
ate school,. This school, with an enrollment of approximately 127 stu­
dents, grants advanced theological degrees (the Master of Divinity in 
Pastoral Studies and the Master of Arts in Christian Education) to stu­
dents with a college degree or its equivalent (LBC Catalogue, 1978-79: 
10-12). The Thomas Road Bible Institute, whose motto is "Biblical Know­
ledge Aflame," consists of a two-year curriculum devoted to teaching the 
Bible to its students. No formal education is required for admission; 
it is designed as a course to instruct those interested .in understanding 
and knowing the Bible. At the end of the two-year program, the student 
receives a General Bible Course Diploma. For those residing outside the 
Lynchburg area, the same course is made available through cassette tapes 
and printed materials for the correspondent student ("Liberty Home Bible 
Institute," brochure, Dr. Harold Wilmington).
The expansion of LBC symbolizes the general economic growth of the 
TRBC which heavily subsidizes the school as part of its overall ministry, 
but the college itself also serves as a powerful impetus to the church's 
growth. The students swell the number of participating members in the 
church (they are required to attend nearly all services), and they play 
a large role as performers on the OTGH. The college plays a vital role 
in the unending financial solicitations of the nationwide OTGH broad­
casts which stress the need to support these young men and women who have 
dedicated their lives to Christ. The importance of the "young leaders" 
the college is training for the future of .America is also emphasized, and 
the hopes of a revival which will, bring the whole country back to God is 
largely pinned on them. Falwell states: "Only eternity will reveal what
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these kids —  with a vision of great things for God — ■ will do to today’s 
world when they ’explode on it’” (New Ways for the Last Days, "Harness­
ing Youth"). The presentation of the college as the focus of a budding 
revolutionary force is evidently most successful in producing revenue.
The stability of the church's phenomenal financial growth was 
called seriously into doubt in 1973 when the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) charged the church with "fraud end deceit." The charge 
stemmed from the church’s sale of $6.5 million worth of unsecured church 
bonds. Falwell declared that his church was being singled out for pro­
secution because of its immense success and because his .sermons were 
heard by millions of Americans through 450 radio and television stations. 
The SEC contended that it was this success that was responsible for the 
financial problems "and asked appointment of a receiver to take the 
church's money out of the hands of the evangelist and the hundreds of 
persons in his employ" (Richmond Times-Dispatch, August 19, 1973)- Fal­
well denied any wrongdoing in connection with the millions of dollars 
channeled into the Thomas Road ministry, and the government failed to 
provide enough evidence for a conviction. The SEC's Schief stated at 
the trial, "I'm not saying anyone has walked off with any money. I hope 
to heaven no one has. But no one knows" (Hichmond Tlmes-Dispatch, August
19, 1973).
The church's financial operations were placed under the control of 
five local businessmen. In resolving the church’s financial situation, 
Falwell commented in a letter to the press that "We feel this has been 
nothing short of miraculous. Our contributions for 1974) through June, 
are up substantially over 1973• We also consider this to be a tremen­
dous victory" (The Daily Advance, August 29, 1974)*
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During the trial Falwell identified his accuser as Satan, inform­
ing his congregation that "We’re in a. fight with the devil." He told 
them, in addition, that the government is " . . .  out to murder, slaugh­
ter and destroy us” and advised them, "Don’t believe what you read in 
the newspapers" (Richmond Times-Dispatch, August 19, 1973)°
The church did not try to cover up this trial. Members express 
the feeling that the entire affair was a test of their faith. Members 
like to bring up the subject in conversations, and refer in particular 
to a day when the SEC was supposed to have been preparing to actually 
"lock the doors of the church." One woman related that she had been 
working as a church employee on this day and that everyone had just gone 
on working as usual because they had faith that things would work out.
She said that they had prayed a great deal for the resolution of this 
difficulty (interview, March 2, 1978). Falwell and the members believe 
that God was speaking to them through this ordeal, and they have heeded 
Kis message by handling all their financial endeavors on a pay-as-you-go 
basis (New Mays for the Last Days, "Developing a New Financial Philo­
sophy").
During the trial, Mr. Schief of the SEC asserted that "This church 
has decided it wants to be heard throughout the land. It's engaged in 
a variety of businesses. In a large respect . . . though you have a 
church, you also have a business" (Richmond Times-Di spat ch, August 19, 
1973). Viewed from a purely secular perspective, the church is a large 
and thriving enterprise, a corporation comprised of like-minded, dedi­
cated employees pursuing their institutional goals in a businesslike 
maimer. The corporate analogy is often used by church members them­
selves. Falwell recently revealed during his opening remarks in a service
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(which inevitably deal with the business of the church— works in progress, 
expansion taking place, etc.) that the church had its first million- 
dollar budget in 1970. By 197U> the budget had increased to approximate­
ly $13«1 million which was, he said, roughly equivalent to a million 
dollars a month income (Wednesday Evening Service, March 15, 1978)*
Presently, the church has an annual budget of $35 million. Fifteen 
separate ministries are included in the church. The forty-four full­
time pastors work in specialized capacities such as youth directors and 
counselors. Over 800 full-time employees are required to perform the 
duties of the organization which boasts 16,000 local members. This 
growth is indeed all the more remarkable in light of the fact that Lynch­
burg is a town of 70,000 people ("The Government of Lynchburg," Sixth 
Edition, 1977)*
This phenomenal success has given rise to ambitions of ever- 
expanding future growth. In its projections, the church foresees the 
day, pinpointed at aboiit the year 2000, when 50,000 students will be in 
residence on Liberty Mountain. Plans have been announced to begin con­
struction of the 12,000-seat Liberty Memorial Center on the mountain by 
the summer of 1978. This is described as a multi-purpose building which 
will serve as a gymnasium, sanctuary, and conference center. In the un­
folding "miracle” of Liberty Mountain, the land which 11+ months ago had 
no buildings, currently has two classroom buildings and five dormitories 
with eleven more dormitories to be constructed. Finances are to reflect 
a similar expansion. Falwell relates that in the two weeks subsequent 
to March 15 > 1978, the church received one million dollars per week.
They may be, he says, even now entering the phase of a million dollars 
per week income, as opposed to the million dollars per month of 197U.
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(Wednesday Evening Service, March lj, 1978). Members anticipate a bud­
get at some future date of one million dollars per day (interview, March 
16, 1978). Official projections indicate a $100 million per year budget 
by 1981 (Covert, 1977^11)* With these projections and the dedication 
and zeal with which members are pursuing such goals, they have reason 
to feel that such ambitions are realistic.
CHAPTER IV
IDEOLOGY AMD TYPOLOGY
But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon 
you: and ye shall he witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in 
all Judea, and in Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth 
(Acts 1:8).
We ought to try to win every individual, every soul, and every per­
son, beginning at Jerusalem (our Lynchburg), then Judea (the sur­
rounding county), and then Samaria (the state of Virginia for us)
. . . (Falwell Sermon in Towns, 1973aiH3)»
Through this rapid and extensive growth, the church has remained 
focused on its primary objectives of ever increasing numerical expansion 
and building the "largest church since Pentecost." Soul winning is held 
to be the most essential a.ctivity in attaining this goal. To achieve these 
ends the technique of "saturation evangelism" is employed and the church 
defines itself as "super aggressive." Members are instructed in the way 
to proselytize properly and, to this end, study what could be defined as 
a catechism, entitled, Treasure Path to Soul Winning.
Members literally saturate their community in abiding by this stra­
tegy. The heavy emphasis on proselytization and the methods of witnessing 
employed are aptly reflected in some of the chapter headings of a book 
Elmer Towns wrote about the church. This book reveals such themes as "Each 
One Win One," "Strategy Based on Scripture," "Evangelism Through Saturation," 
and "Bible Memorization: The Secret Weapon." Even the name of the publica­
tion revealing these titles, Church Aflame, indicates an active orientation.
Concerted attempts are made, in abiding by this strategy, to reach 
every possible individual. "Printing Evangelism" is manifested in monthly
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letters to Faith Partners, numerous pamphlets and hooks printed by the 
church, and constitutes one saturation method used. There is also a cas­
sette and record ministry consisting of tapes of church services and al­
bums put out by various church singing groups. The church provides a bus 
ministry to transport people, such as youngsters, the mentally retarded, 
and senior citizens, who could not otherwise be actively involved. The 
deaf ministry is evident in every service where a special section of the 
sanctuary is reserved for these handicapped people. The ministry to alco­
holics and prisoners consists of the Elim Home for Alcoholics which is run 
and supported by the church, and a prison ministry which involves church 
members going into jails to witness for Christ. All those "whose slavery 
to sin has made them the derelicts of society" are ministered to under 
this last heading (Towns, 1971•11+6). Elmer Towns explains in Church Aflame 
that "Many of the prisoners, alcoholics, and the ’bottom layer’ of society 
have found Jesus Christ through the ministry of Thomas Road Baptist Church. 
These unfortunate individuals have their life transformed by the same power 
that changed the blue-collar worker and the sophisticated housewife" (Towns,
1971:139).
During every service the congregation is exhorted to witness for 
Christ. Two services in particular describe this emphasis on Christian 
testimony and provide details as to its practice. The theme of the first 
sermon was "Christian Boldness" and was based on the scripture of Proverbs 
28;1: "The wicked flee when no man pursueth: but the righteous are bold
as a lion." Falwell explained that there are too many "timid" Christians 
who are unable to actively witness for Christ. The causes of this timidity, 
he said, are usually "prayerlessness," and "sin against the word of God" 
(Service, October 19, 1977). The following Sunday Anita Bryant performed
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at a service and was singled out by Falwell as a "real soldier of the 
cross” and a believer in Christian and Bible morality who is willing to 
jeopardize her career and to place herself and her family in constant dan­
ger in order to make her courageous stand (Service, October 23, 1977)*
This organizational dynamism and personal zeal are typical of the 
church’s social movement qualities. Though., it is not necessary to fully 
typologize the church, it is important to delineate those features of the 
church that make it a possible source for social change. Sectarian and 
social movement qualities of the church will here serve as useful heuris­
tic devices in discovering the church’s general nature, .while subsequent 
sections will demonstrate in greater detail the struggle the members feel 
they are involved In and the weapons they feel called to use.
The church’s ideology is marked by an outward orientation in which 
the members seek to bring the rest of the world into agreement with their 
thinking. In this fundamental desire to alter the present social struc­
ture, the church shows characteristics common to a social movement, while 
in the means through which it seeks to effect change TRBC reveals the basic 
qualities of three types of religious sects: the conversicnist, the revo­
lutionist, and the aggressive.
A social movement is, according to Hans Toch, a ’’large-scale . . . 
effort designed to correct, supplement, overthrow, or in some fashion in­
fluence the social order” (Toch, 196$:5)8 Furthermore, this effort is a 
collective one for the members of the social movement; there is a sense of 
felt similarities among the adherents of the movement such that there is 
a we-they polarity. People are generally led. to join such a. movement when 
they not only sense a problem, but come to believe that "(l) something can 
be done about it and (2) want to do something about it . . . A second stage
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in the process would be the feeling that a better world is concretely 
a/ttainable n ( Toch, 196$: 11).
A principal mechanism for attaining this better world is, for TRBC? 
the process of individual conversion which enlarges the number of the 
"right sort of people" in the world. In this respect, TRBC conforms to 
Wilson's description of the conversionist sect (Wilson, 1970:37-38)•
They believe in an emotional, feeling state in which Christ is accepted 
as one's personal savior, often referred to as the born-again experience. 
From this standpoint, the most important endeavor becomes the saving, 
winning, or converting of other men, for it is by this means that the 
world will be redeemed. For the conversionist, it is not by changing 
society's institutions through social reform programs, but by changing 
the individual, that social progress is made.
This initial change of self is held to be essential. The experien­
tial factor of being born again signals one's entry into this redeemed 
status, while other practices are expected once this has occurred. Once 
saved, members practice Bible separation. This is the act by which those 
"convicted of sin" do not participate in such worldly activities as going 
to movies, dancing, drinking, or smoking. This symbolizes a separation 
from evil in the world and gives the member a behavioral component for 
his beliefs. It also places salvation on a personal level and reassures 
the member of his own eternal life.
The chui*eh also speaks of social transformation in a more revolu­
tionary manner. The church adheres to a strict pre-millennialist inter­
pretation of the Bible, believing in the imminent end of "this world."
In their doctrine, soon, perhaps in this generation, but almost certainly 
by the next (no definite dates are set), Christ will return to begin His
thousand year reign on earth. From this perspective it is the world and 
not individuals who will be changed.
Furthermore, amidst a variety of Premillennial doctrines, the church 
accepts Dispensationalism which is a "radical form of Premillennialism" 
(Boetnner. 1970:3). All premillennialists look forward to the second 
coming of Christ which will, however, be a period of "Tribulation" marked 
by suffering. Dispensationalists take the process one step further, posit­
ing that the Church will not go through the Tribulation but be "raptured 
and so taken out of the world before the event" (Boetnner, 1970:14.-6),
This form of millennialism lends itself markedly to an emotional appeal 
for it "gives something definite to look for in the immediate future and 
charges the present with portentous possibilities" (Boetnner, 1970:7). 
Falwell states that he does not believe he will die, but be taken directly 
to heaven without warning in "the rapture," or that "God tarrying" he will 
die and go to heaven. As he says, the rapture "could occur anytime. It 
could happen this afternoon when you leave church" (Service, October 23 >
1977).
Boetnner, a Christian theologian, relates that the terms premillen­
nialism and chiliasm are synonymous .and that those who now go by the lat­
ter term are logically the same as those once called chiliasts. This type 
of millennialism has traditionally been utopian in its outlook. George 
Shepperscn posits in "The Comparative Study of Millenarian Movements" that 
premillennialism corresponds in the secular sphere to a revolutionary atti­
tude to social change (Shepperson in Thrupp, 1962:kS)• Thus, the sought- 
after change for the Falwellites is a total one, but they are committed to 
the Great Commission of saving souls on an individual basis prior to the 
■transformation. Falwell once explained the Great Commission: "We're
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members of the royal family of God; let's not violate our- trust. We've 
got to bring more into the family to stay in the family *—  that's the 
commission" (OTGH broadcast, December 1977)* The shortness of the 
span of time given to the Commission lends a tremendous energy and urgency 
to the saving of souls, just as the imminence of the end intensifies the 
entire biblical message of sin and salvation.
A characteristic of the premillenialist is that he takes the Bible 
literally as the inspired and infallible word of God which can be used 
as a textbook of ready reference. They profess to "take God at His word." 
The Bible is viewed as prophetic especially a3 it relates to the inter­
national scene. Antichrist is active in this world and is personified by 
communistic nations, among other things. Efforts are made by the church 
to reach these unsaved nations, and a speaker from '"Evangelism to Commun­
ist Lands," Haralan Popov, spoke at one service explaining how to smuggle 
Bibles into Russia.
The Middle East is watched with special interest for signs of the 
impending apocalypse. Anwar Sadat's trip to Israel was greeted with 
"hapiJiness and optimism" by Falwell who said that "a few weeks ago tilings 
seemed to be boiling over in the Middle East but now it looks like God 
may be giving an extension of time for the Great Commission." Falwell 
explained that Bible prophecy says that when things "boil" in the Middle 
East, "look out." Further, he quoted from scripture, "The king's heart 
is in the hands of the Lord," and stated that even though Sadat professes 
the Islamic faith, he is really being led by Yahweh (Service, November 23, 
1977). The congregation was then instructed to pray for IT,S. President 
Canter because he is surrounded by "heathens" such as Jody Powell (his 
press secretary) and because of the "seemingly anti-Israel stance" he is
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taking (Service, November 23, 1977)*
Of these two orientations, the conversionist and revolutionist, the 
former is by far the most dominant at TRBC. As stated., the end-of-the - 
world element is useful in that it is a spark to ignite the congregation 
to perform s ou 1-winning activities and to impart an urgency to their mis­
sion. However, the members are not passively awaiting the apocalypse with 
a smug assurance of their own salvation; they are actively seeking- to con­
vert s.s much of the world as possible as quickly and efficiently as pos­
sible.
While change is desired by both, the conversionist and revolutionist 
sects remain primarily concerned with other-worldly or personal, spiritual 
changes and do not as such demonstrate an interest in changing society 
through concrete political means. TRBC, however, does use political 
methods to seek control of social institutions in order to create a moral 
environment suitable to .conversion, and even hopes to bring* about a revo­
lution in the total social order, "returning- America to God" before the 
apocalypse arrives. It seems clear that another dimension is necessary 
to describe this interest the members of TRBC have in altering the power 
structure of society through direct attacks.
Here it is helpful to refex* to Yinger’s Aggressive Sect. It is this 
sect-type which is most likely to become a means for social change and is 
hence most akin to a power-oriented social movement. Yinger views the 
conversionist sect as an example of the aggressive-prophetic type, modi­
fied "by strongly individualist acceptance tendencies" (Yinger, 1970:276). 
In the pure aggressive sect, according to Yinger, "The prophet sees him­
self outside the structure of power; he feels alienated from the social 
structure. He has not given up on the world; he wants power over it (Yin­
ger, 1970J275).
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Thomas Road has indeed not given up on the material world. The 
material prosperity of the United States is seen as a direct gift of God 
and hence good in itself. Difficulties arise when the nation forgets the 
divine source of its well-being, and when materia,! interests overwhelm the 
individual and are not subordinated to spiritual ones. The subordination 
of material to spiritual interests, through the sacrifice of time and money 
to the church by the members, are rendered more meaningful by the frank 
acknowledgment that material well-being is desirable in itself.
But, as stated, the aggressive sect not only accepts the world but 
wants power over it. TRBC is explicitly proud, of the budding political 
power of evangelical Christians. Falwell expounds the belief that the 
country is now in the "embryonic stages of a revival" which could spread, 
throughout the world, citing as evidence Anita Bryant * s activities and 
the swelling ranks of "fifty million evangelical Americans" (Service, 
November 10, 1977)* The uncertain date of the second coming makes such 
high hopes for the temporal world possible; as one member explained, "We’re 
to live as though today will be the last but to build and plan as though 
we have a hundred years" (interview, March 13, 1973)*
The church directly intervenes in the political process through a 
variety of methods. Falwell identifies himself with and supports particu­
lar political figures.* The congregation itself is organized for a number 
of activities. In the Fall of 1977> & letter-writing coalition in which 
members were urged, to write to sponsors of television shows which they 
found distasteful was promoted. The congregation and TV audience were
*Alabama Governor George Wallace and U.S. Senator Harry Byrd have 
both appeared at TRBC. In addition, Falwell continually urges his mem" 
bers to support those politicians who are anti-E.R«A. and anti-abortion.
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instructed to keep a list by the TV set so that when unacceptable or of­
fensive shows came on, they could write the sponsors and say, "I’m a good 
Christian and unless you cease and desist in this I’m no longer buying 
your product." Their campaigns against E.R.A., abortion, and homosexual­
ity have included sending busloads of believers to lobby members of the 
Virginia legislature, and writing form letters of pro-family resolutions 
which were sent to the President and members of the U.S. Congress.
Thus, TRBC does not represent the pure form of any of these sect 
types, but used together as dimensions, they provide good indices by
which to describe the church. The following chart will summarize these 
*dimensions.
Sect Type Change Sought
Result for 
Individuals- 
Means Used Outcome
Conversionist Convert indivi­
duals and society 
will be trans­
formed
Primary activity Involves indivi-
is soul winning duals in witnessing
thus reinforcing 
their own beliefs
Revolutionist World transformed 
by dramatic event. 
Everything changed world 
in desired direc­
tion
Convince men of 
imminent end of
Lends urgency to 
the movement
Aggressive Seek to implement 
their morality in 
society’s institu­
tions
Work through 
power orienta­
tion— Use con­
crete political 
means
Prevents feelings 
of powerlessness—  
together we can be 
political force
All these orientations represent a desire to change the status quo 
in some way, either through a dramatic, instantaneous changeover into a
-K-
Por a more detailed analysis of the conversionist and revolutionist 
sects, see Wilson, 1970:36-11+1. linger's conception of the Aggressive Sect 
is contained in Yinger, 1970:275-279•
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new7 world order or through the more gradual means of individual conversion 
and working through the political process to have the group’s morality in­
stituted as the societal norm. Those who feel themselves to he dominant 
in society do not seek such changes. According to Weber, "Other things 
being equal, classes with high social and economic privilege will scarcely 
be prone to evolve the ideas of salvation. Rather they assign to religion 
the primary function of legitimizing1 their own life pattern and situation 
in the world" (Weber, 1963:107).
I propose to show in the next sections that it is not a redistribu­
tion of goods and services that is sought by TRBC, for they do not consider 
themselves to be economically oppressed. It is, rather, a shift in mores 
and a rejection of many of the changes that technological society has 
wrought that the church is dedicated to transforming.
CHAPTER V
JERRY FALWELL —  THE PASTORAL ALT'HIJI S TRATOR
"God always rjrovides great men for great occasions"
(Davis with Tomczak, 197?)•
The entire enterprise at Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC)-— the 
schools, the 16,000-member church, the thirty-five-million-dollar-a-year 
business— is, for all intents and purposes, a one-men operation. There 
are numerous directors, organizers, and pastors; but Jerry Falwell is the 
lifeline of the organization. The reverence which church members appear 
to feel towards him, the emphasis placed on him in all the church litera­
ture and broadcasts, proclaiming him as the pastor of the church and the 
chancellor of the Liberty Baptist Schools, and the feeling in the commun­
ity that the names TRBC and Jerry Falwell are synonymous, all point to 
this obvious conclusion. Falwell himself would probably not deny this, 
and one is almost tempted to refer to his congregation as the Falwellites. 
The idea of charisma would seem a fit concept to describe this phenomenon? 
I have heard Falwell described in such terms, and his presentation of self 
does indicate the presence of personal magnetism.
Max Weber describes charisma as "a certain quality of an individual 
personality by virtue of which he is set apart from ordinary men and 
treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically 
exceptional qualities." The charismatic individual must be recognized as 
such; "this recognition is a matter of complete personal devotion arising 
out of enthusiasm, or of despair and hope" (Eisenstadt, ed., 1968:xviii).
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This concept would seem to reflect the nature of the attitudes which many 
members feel toward Falwell. More than one member has explained to me 
that "God raises up great men to do His work and He has raised up Jerry 
in this manner," thus describing him as being endowed with special quali­
ties by a supernatural entity. Hence, there are elements of the charis­
matic about Falwell, and his followers believe him to be an exceptional 
individual. He is an example to them: "Jerry lives what he preaches";
he is viewed as having great personal warmth: "Jerry loves people"; and
as being endowed with certain prophetic qualities: "Jerry always says
the difference between mediocrity and greatness is vision". Clearly the 
implication here is that Falwell has such vision.
The congregation of TKBC have both devotion and. enthusiasm for their 
leader. Many members experience a heightened emotional state during the 
services and some of them relate that while in church, they feel that they 
"are as close to heaven as you can come in this world" or on "the next 
step to heaven." This personal magnetism extends beyond the church into 
the community. There, it seems impossible for individuals to be affec­
tively neutral to him. Church members proudly proclaim, "You’re either 
for him or against him." He is, it.seems, an event too large to be ignored.
Although the aspects of charisma of enthusiasm and devotion are 
apparent, and the church generally accepts that God works miracles through 
His vehicle, Jerry Falwell, Falwell himself resists, in part, the image 
of a superhuman. He stresses the fact that he is a local boy (his father, 
he admits, was a moonshiner) who shares a wealth of common values and 
experiences with his congregation. He is a family man and shares to an 
extent the values and interests of working class America. A high point 
of any Falwell sermon comes when he launches into several minutes of jokes,
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humorous stories, and ad libbing which elicit an enthusiastic and loud 
response from the audience which would be the envy of many professional 
comedians. (He is, indeed, unusually funny even to a nonadmirer.) This 
effect may seem undecorous for someone accustomed to a more subdued reli­
gious environment, but it is very much a part of the style of the man who 
makes quips at himself for being overweight. Though he is forever before 
the congregation as a moral example, he remains "one of us" and his appeal 
rests on this fact.
Falwell’s entire pulpit presentation is that of a common man to the 
common man, simple, clearcut, unintellectual, resembling nothing so much 
as a football coach giving directions for future plays, and commenting on 
past and present performances. He exhorts his audience to be "champions 
for Christ" and instructs them in the procedures for attaining this status. 
In this respect, Falwell's "charisma" appears to lie more in his ability 
to articulate the beliefs, hopes, and needs of his congregation than in 
his personal magnetism.
One of the church's pamphlets, New Ways for the Last Days, in the 
section entitled "Establishing Super-Aggressive Churches" states that "The 
hope for this lost world lies in the harnessing of thousands of dedicated 
young people who will carry the Gospel out to every city in every nation 
through the establishment of great local churches." "Enthusiasm" and 
"discipline" appear to be the most important personal qualities as these 
individuals set out to inundate the world with their gospel. Falwell 
preaches on Christian Boldness (Service, October 19, 1977)? and Dr. Rawlings 
(a pastor who makes frequent guest appearances at TRBC) once reminded the 
congregation, "We’re the army of God" (Service, November 10, 1977)* Fal­
well establishes the goals and incites the enthusiasm necessary for their
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realisation. In this respect the services resemble a pep rally or the 
pre-game talk by thee coach to the team members v where the team members 
(usually the students) are urged on to greater heights, while their sup­
porters (the TV audience and congregation) are banded together in support 
of them— 'financially and spiritually. Falwell himself makes the analogy 
between football and Christianity:
Football is action. Football is contact. It is involvement 
and participation. Football requires discipline, training and much 
concentration. This sport requires courage and plain old grit. 
Sometimes you get hurt playing’ the game. Sometimes you lose. Many 
times you find yourself on the ground looking up. Of time 3 when the 
game is over, you are bruised, beaten and yon ache for several days.
Football also involves people. The object of the game is to 
win. Consistency is a very important ingredient. There are many 
spectators observing every move and every play. When the game is 
over, there is no replay or second chance.
• Any Christian can read these first two paragraphs and see the 
beautiful analogy of the game of football with the Christian life 
("Flames Football” Pamphlet— Falwell’s message).
Falwell has the collective drive and ambition of the successful 
salesman. Harry Covert, who used to be the media director at the church 
and who still does a great deal of work for them through his private ad 
agency, explained Falwell's drive in the following manner: "He makes
things happen, he doesn't -wait around,” and Covert greatly admires this 
"drive and determination.” Covert went on to explain Falwell's personal 
philosophy which is, "If you're not growing all the time, you're standing 
still and stagnating." In order to achieve his goals, Falwell "keeps 
things at a crisis point." He is constantly setting new goals as the old 
ones are being realized. He is always making projections for growth such 
as: by the turn of the century there will be £0*000 students at LBC; the
finances, television exposure, and literature output are to follow a simi­
lar expansion (interview, March 2, 1978).
In this respect of expanding and projecting institutional goals, the
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TEBC differs strikingly from most denominational type churches. One 
would expect to find some criticism of this commercial orientation or 
some sense of competition among other ministers in the city who are con­
ducting their affairs along more conventional and modest lines. In talk­
ing to a minister whose church is located across town from. TRBC in a high- 
income, residential area, he made it clear that he did not intend to be 
critical of TRBC. He described the ministry as a group of professionals, 
like doctors, saying that people can choose between them and there is a 
code of ethics among them which precludes criticism of other's methods 
(interview, February 13, 1978).
The concept of the minister as a professional leads to the problem 
that unlike other professions, such as doctors and lawyers, ministers have 
no verifiable criteria of ultimate success (the count of souls placed in 
heaven can never be taken) and leads, certainly in the case of Falwell, 
to criteria which seem to be directly borrowed from business management 
with a particular emphasis on quantification. The criteria of success 
become such things as number of individuals in the institution, expansion 
of the cost of capital plant, expanded cash inflow, the success of adver­
tising programs in relation to cash inflow, pamphlets passed out, books 
sold, letters received, etc.
Falwell himself views his role as one requiring primarily hard work 
and organization rather than personal charm or magnetism. This sentiment 
is reflected in his statement that "building a great Sunday School is 
7£% administration promotion and 2£% pulpiteering . . .  A great pulpit man 
is enjoyable, but a person does not go to church to be entertained" (Towns, 
1971s86). He is, it seems, the perfect American saint, one-quarter sales­
man and three-quarters business administrator.
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Many outsiders see Falwell as 'being' self-serving. They feel that 
he is promoting himself by building such a large organization of which he 
is the undisputed.boss. The members, on the other hand, seem to be in 
universal agreement that Falwell is seeking the greater good and that he 
never loses sight of the fact that it is only through God that he is given 
the means to continue building. Members point to the fact that he has 
resisted efforts to rename LBC, Falwell University. "When asked why Fal~ 
well’s name and face are used as a logo to appear on all church materials, 
they respond that they do this because they want to and not because he 
requires it. Basically they say of Falwell that "He is called of God and 
God will provide; his mission is to keep things growing and expanding."
Falwell, however, is not averse to reminding the congregation that 
he is an important figure; namedropping is continual. The congregation 
is informed that he and others from the church convened the Alabama legis­
lature in the Spring of 1978* Falwell, Bon Horman (executive producer of 
the OTGH), and the LBC Chorale we?re asked to open the Alabama House of 
Delegates with a prayer. When Falwell finished, he was asked to give a- 
20-minute message. Then he went across the way to open the Alabama Senate 
with a message, after which they went to the Rotunda to present a service, 
and "everything closed down" while they did so. Afterwards, they met pri­
vately with Lieutenant Governor Beasley and then with the Governor, George 
Wallace. Falwell asserts that "everywhere I went people had Jesus First 
pins." He noticed that Beasley and Wallace were not wearing them, so he 
personally pinned one on each of them (OTGH broadcast, April 2, 1978). 
Falwell reveals that he himself wears one of these pins, saying, "I wear 
it when I’m talking to friends in Congress, in the courtroom . . . "  (OTGH 
broadcast, March 5? 1978).
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Falwell shares his notoriety, however, with the general church mem­
bership. He is their emissary to places of power. Recently Falwell, as 
part of a group of evangelicals, was invited to Egypt to confer with Presi­
dent Anwar Sadat. He gave the congregation advance notice of his departure 
before it was released in the papers, and he promised that he would be in 
contact with them at all services while he was gone to inform them of the 
results of the conferences before the information became available to the 
commercial media or other traditional political institutions. The impres­
sion is given that Falwell is replacing Kissinger as a globe-hopping 
troubleshooter and certainly the entire congregation will be joined in his 
effort through the pov/er of prayer.
When Falwell is successful and is recognized on the international 
level, the members are also successful. For many who have not attained 
the success which our society holds a3 essential, belonging to the largest 
and fastest growing church and having a pastor who is recognized by the 
powerful gives a personal sense of accomplishment and status. The fact 
that Falwell is the boss of the operation, the head of the corporation, 
the person in charge, makes him an object of admiration. Also, he is a 
successful entrepreneur. They belong to his organization and thus partake 
of his success by proxy. In talking to members, one finds that they are 
quick to inform you of the church's yearly budget, its membership, and its 
recent growth. They take an obvious pride in these aspects of the organi­
zation and indicate a belief that Falwell, as God's instrument, has made 
it all possible.
CHAPTER VI
THE FLOCK
For ye see your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men 
after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble, are called:
But God hath chosen the foolish things of the world to confound 
the wise; and God hath chosen the weak things of the world to 
confound the things which are mighty (1st Corinthians 1:26-27).
With modernization and its correlates, literacy and urbanization, 
individuals have been drawn further and further from a gemeinschaft 
society wherein the individual is immersed in society and there is a 
nearly universal accord over all matters of thought. In the opposite 
form of society, the gesellschaft, the individual is forced to form 
relationships to a wider range of referent objects and there are more 
influencers vying for control of attitudes (Tonnies, 1957). Thomas 
Road Baptist Church (TRBC) attempts to recreate, in a sense, the earlier, 
or gemeinschaft society, by fostering a sense of community and a uniform­
ity of opinion.
Several techniques serve to foster a collective identity among' the 
members of TRBC. As Irving Zaretsky and Mark Leone posit in their edited 
work, Religious Movements in Contemporary America, in many instances 
such movements represent collective attempts to deal with a society that 
is Mover-diplommaed, over-certified, too specialized, and too conscious 
of where one receives certification" (Zaretsky and Leone, 197^-ixxxvi). 
Religious movements, such as TRBC which stress a return to the traditional 
American values and emphasize Individual zeal in proselytizing as the 
primary virtue, often serve to provide individuals with the status and
sense of community that they may lack in their secular, highly industri­
alized society.
Mass society has failed to provide many individuals with community 
and a symbolic milieu which, can integrate them into a system that changes 
with ever increasing-rapidity. "The lonely crowd" is a term suited to 
describe a situation where there is a greater quantity of interaction 
throughout a lifetime than ever before, but where the content of rela­
tionships is largely depersonalized. Through mass communication, the 
individual is made aware of the changes tailing place and is confronted 
with an ever expanding number of alternatives in lifestyles. These alter­
natives represent, in many cases, shifts in moral values, and, hence, can 
be viewed as challenges to deeply held religious tenets.
The much publicized upsurge in evangelical religion could be one 
response to the depersonalization and liberalizing trends evident in 
the past decade. The results of a survey released by George Gallup, Jr., 
in January 1978 indicate that there are about forty million self-defined 
evangelicals in America, today (Menendez, 1978:lj.2). Gallup defines an 
evangelical as one who
'has had a b o m  again conversion, accepts Jesus as his or her per­
sonal Savior, believes the scriptures are the authority for all 
doctrine, and feels an urgent duty to spread the faith.1 An 
evangelical also places a strong emphasis on a personal relation­
ship with God, and adheres to a strict moral code (Menendez, 1978?
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Hence, the members of TRBC are, in this respect, members of a much larger 
movement whose rapid growth has been recorded in the past year.
One explanation for this renewed interest in fundamental religion 
is provided by Boetnner who asserts that "premillennialism thrives best 
and makes its greatest gains . • • when people are anxious and worried 
about the future" (Boetnner, 1970:5)* It ha3 been shown that prophetic
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religious leaders and membership in authoritarian churches increases dur­
ing periods of rapid social change (Photiadis and Schweiker, 1970; Argyle 
and Beit-Hallahmi, 1975:1?1*)» The rapidity of change in the mores of our 
society has been great in the 19o0fs and 1970's. Adjusting to, or 
accepting, these changes can be a threatening or even devastating experi­
ence for many people, especially for those who are more rigid in their 
thinking. According' to Yinger, "By upsetting established expectations, 
creating new patterns of interaction, making new values visible and sub­
jecting old ones to strain, social change both challenges existing reli­
gious groups and creates a context in which new movements will arise” 
(Yinger, 1970:233). For those people who are experiencing this disson­
ance between traditional and "liberal" values, (especially where the 
traditional beliefs have some religious anchoring), as a "problem", the 
TRBC can provide some sort of consensual validation for the individual 
and thus lessen the tension. Joining with others who share this desire 
to change or transform society (or even just cope with it), and having 
an absolutist morality set forth in religion can be assumed to perform 
some instrumental function for the individuals as they act in unison for 
the desired improvement.
There are, of course, many other variables involved in a person's 
conversion to such a movement and it must- be kept in mind that no two 
people join the same movement (Toch, 1965:161). Given that an individual 
does feel some tension between wrhat he considers the ideal state of 
affairs, and what actually exists, this can only be considered as a pre­
disposition to act; the individual is unlikely to accept an absolutist 
view of reality unless its appeal is available at the right time, under 
the proper circumstances, and is structured in such a way as to seem
applicable to his life situation (Lofland, 1 9 6 6; Toch, 1965). By prac­
ticing an activist orientation in their proselytization, TRBC increases 
its probabilities of reaching individuals during a time of stress, when 
they could be considered "seekers"— the doctrine is readily available 
and accessible to these people. A dramatic example of this was provided 
by Falwell in a service when he recounted the experience of a man who 
had been on the verge of hanging himself in a hotel room when he happened 
to notice the OTGH 011 television and became interested enough to call 
the toll free number. He was talked out of his suicide attempt and be­
came a convert. This is not an uncommon example for Falwell to give.
Educational background, social pressures and .influences, past ex­
periences, and "group affiliation" all operate to determine what type of 
movement will appeal to an individual (Lofland, 1 9 6 6; Mannheim, 1936;
Toch, 1965). The fact that sects in the United States tend to originate 
among the lower classes is supported by a wealth of data (Yinger, 1957I 
Boisen, 1939? 1955? Argyle and Beit-Hallahmi, 1975:16b). Researchers 
have shown that fundamentalism with its emphasis on conservatism, literal­
ism and evangelism appeals more to the working classes, while more liberal 
religions, which are largely influenced by the Social Gospel tradition, 
have a wider appeal to the "upper classes," a fact that remains somewhat 
of a paradox (Johnson in Beit-Hallahmi (ed.), 1973:35b)*
Several explanations have been offered for the greater participa­
tion of the working classes in fundamentalist religion. Bemerath (1 9 6 5) 
found that various social classes exhibit different forms of religious 
participation. For the middle-class individual, who is likely to belong 
to a number of organizations besides the church, formal and organized 
church activities are preferred. Religion becomes more compartmentalized
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as it represents one of many activities in which the individual is in­
volved (Argyle and Beit-Hallahmi, 1975:165). For the lower classes, on 
the other hand, religious involvement often denotes a strong and personal 
commitment which affects other areas of the individual’s life. A much 
more intense social and psychological involvement is required and entry 
into the religious group is frequently marked by renunciation of one's 
past life (Argyle and Beit-Hallahmi, 1975:l61|.-66). This intense psycho­
logical commitment is exhibited by many members of TRBC. One member's 
statement in particular reflects the strength of this commitment: "It's
one thing to say Jesus is your savior. It's another thing to have Him 
as your master."
The feeling of being part of a spiritual elite (Stark, 1967) ^as 
also been offered as an explanation of the greater participation of the 
working class in fundamental religion (Argyle and Beit-Hallahmi, 1975: 
165). From observation, the following- statement aptly reflects this 
attitude among the members of TRBC: "Although my income and education
are modest, my devotion and the exclusive quality of my religious group 
are of greater importance" (Yinger, 1970:287). Although the members 
should not be considered as part of a poor or propertyless class, many 
have not acquired the symbols of success so important in contemporary 
American culture. By joining the church they can acquire status by being 
in an elite group of the saved. They have thus substituted a higher 
moral value and a different set of standards by which to be judged. Their 
identification with the group becomes a primary factor in their definition 
of self.
Physical symbols are used to foster the sense of groupness apparent 
in the church. All members carry King James Bibles to every service. It
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is not .•uncommon for church members (especially the students) to carry 
their Bibles around town with them making themselves identifiable as TRBC 
members, "Jesus First" pins are worn by the members, and are promoted 
during church services and in church literature with the exhortation to 
"let people know what you stand for." In one sermon Falwell stated that 
about one and a quarter million of these pins had been distributed and 
informed his congregation that soon they would be seeing these pins every­
where. As Falwell has said, "We sort of spot our crowd by what they have
on their lapel —  ’Jesus First’" (OTGH broadcast, April 2, 1978).
The collective identity generated by the church at times serves to 
replace the functions of personal relationships, and also compensates for 
the fact that the church by its very size is depersonalizing. In the 
mid-week service attended by over 2,000, the congregation is broken into 
prayer groups of three; a common refrain directed to members of the group 
who are unknown is, "I’m so glad that because of You (Jesus) we can be 
brought together with people we don’t know but can consider as friends," 
The general effect is to produce a not unpleasant sense of intimacy among
people who are, in effect, total strangers.
An additional book, Treasure Path to Soul Winning, is also carried 
by the members to the Wednesday night service where Falwell likes to ask, 
"Everyone who brought their Treasure Pauh tonight, raise your hand." 
Similarly, at the end of every service Falwell asks the membership whose 
heads are bowed in prayer to "Raise your hand if you’re saved and you 
know it."
Members are exhorted to witness for Christ through a common physi­
cal appearance. They are told to be neat and clean. "Young ladies" are 
to dress modestly and men to have short hair. Dresses are always worn by
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women to all services, and events at 'which they may wear slacks are ex­
plicitly specified. Similarly, members are encouraged to memorize a com­
mon body of scriptures. Ostensibly the scriptures are to be learned as 
part of the soul winner's mental arsenal, but the filling of thousands of 
minds with the same slogans must also serve a, purpose similar to that of 
the conformity in physical appearance. Each Wednesday night thousands 
of members chant the key scripture repetitively five times in unison, as 
part of an exercise in "memorization." However, the shared activity also 
gives a sense of belonging.
For many members the church monopolizes their lives as a total in­
stitution. They work, go to school, and have all their social activities 
at the church. In conversation, one Is frequently struck by their unwill­
ingness to come to grips with anything outside the church and their in­
ability, despite their personal warmth, to interact with anyone outside 
the church except as a potential convert.
The members of the church do tend to share common demographic quali­
ties. Observation would tend to lead to the conclusion that the member­
ship of the church is primarily working class. They tend to define them­
selves in such terms and are so defined by the "straight community." A
professor at Central Virginia Community College, Bob Seward, did some
research at TEBC. Seward's research, which consisted of general observa­
tion as well as a questionnaire sent to certain members, indicated that 
the members are from predominantly working and lower-middle class back­
grounds (interview, March 22, 1978).
Of course, there are some wealthy people who support the church with 
large contributions (this fact being revealed from the pulpit), and it is 
said that some professionals attend the church (though they are not highly 
visible). These facts are mentioned in church, but every time Falwell
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tells of such people and their large contributions, he usually adds a 
comment about the "poor little widows" who, out of their social security, 
send in their tithes which is "blood money" to them. The same attitude 
of stressing religious devotion rather than secular status goes for edu­
cation. The fundamentalist doctrine is a great equalizer in that one’s 
personal sacrifice and dedication are held to be vastly more important 
than how much, wealth or education one has. As Falwell puts it, "I’m more 
enthusiastic about the Christian spirits we’re cultivating than about 
having wealthy people contribute to the church," though the latter is, of 
course, appreciated (Service, November 2, 1977)•
On a, subjective level it can be said that the appeals and dogma of 
the church are not geared to a highly educated audience. The emotional­
ism, for one thing, points to the conclusion that the audience does not 
attempt to construct alternatives to what is being presented to them and 
is more concerned with relating to the message on the affective level 
than on the cognitive level. Philip Zimbardo and Ebbe Ebbesen reveal in 
their monograph, Influencing Attitudes and Changing Behavior, that this 
approach has a greater appeal for the less educated audience (Zimbardo 
and Ebbesen, 1969;17-23)• fhe approach is also one-sided, to say the 
least. Critical interpretations of doctrine are not ordinarily present 
in Falwell sermons. The social psychologists Paul Secord and Carl Bach­
man relate that this one-sided approach is more effective with a less 
educated audience, while more highly educated individuals tend to be more 
influenced by a two-sided approach (Secord and Backman, 196i|:139)*
In addition, nearly all the members interviewed were raised in homes 
where an absolutist morality was taught. Most of the people have revealed 
that they either belonged to a fundamentalist church or were very familiar
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with one. Two men were involved in Pentecostal religion before joining 
TRBC. One was a pentecostal preacher and the other said that his father 
had been a Church of God preacher. Another man revealed that his father 
had been a traveling fundamentalist preacher. Three people had been mis­
sionaries before joining the church, and another woman's father had been 
a teacher at a Bible college which she had attended before coming to TRBC. 
All the women spoken to have said that they were either raised in a funda­
mentalist church or were very familiar with one, most of them having been 
born again before joining TRBC. Thus, from a sample of the people inter­
viewed, either casually or formally, it seems that a large proportion of 
the TRBC members were early socialized into a fundamental brand of reli­
gion.
Although exact quantification of the question must come at a later 
date, the general impression gained from the interviews that the vast 
majority of members had a long previous history of fundamentalist belief 
tends to challenge the church's own image of itself as an expansionist 
force, gathering in the unwashed and saving souls for Christ. It seems, 
rather that the church's main function has been to aggregate and organize 
the already plentiful supply of fundamentalists in the area.
The church, however, does emphasize its attempts to reach out and 
change the lives of the "unredeemed." A bus ministry seeks to briig indi­
viduals from deep rural areas, trailer parks, etc. to the church. Con­
stant emphasis is put on reaching socially marginal classes where the 
ravages of modem living— violence, alcoholism, infidelity, and divorce—  
are most prevalent. On one occasion, a church member was heard to remark 
informally, "I tried to kill my brother twice before I got saved." As 
can be seen from this case, the church is successful in reaching the most
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socially marginal types of people, and in such cases can be viewed as the 
primary socializing agent for the dominant society, investing these peo­
ple with the rudiments of socially acceptable behavior.
On a personal level, prolonged contact with church members leaves 
one with the impression of their personal warmth though put off by the 
incessant proselytizing structure of their interaction. Indeed, the in­
stitutional demand to convert the outside world tends to make the proselyte 
warmer and more attentive to other persons than the average individual, 
though their behavior is rigidly codified.
Another factor common to all members is the professed, and seemingly 
real, sense of personal happiness which the members have found in their 
faith.. This cannot be categorized as merely zeal or enthusiasm. This 
claim of a unique, inner sense of joy and well being is an essential part 
of the ideology itself. As Falwell states: "God alone can make life
worth living" (OTGH broadcast, November 27, 1977)•
Several factors contribute to this sense of well being, but they 
should not be considered as offering a complete explanation. These fac­
tors include: an institutional stricture against defining oneself as un­
happy; a justification and acceptance of inevitable problems; the provi­
sion of an alternative set of obtainable goals; and a profound redefini-' 
tion of self.
■ Under the church's ideology, it is impossible for a member to truth­
fully define himself as unhappy without simultaneously admitting personal 
failure and a sinful lack of faith. "When you live your life in the glory 
of God, you can never be depressed . . . most people's psychological prob­
lems result from the fact that they don't live with God" (Service, Novem-
ter 7, 1977).
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This obligation to evidence satisfaction and happiness is especially 
apparent in family life and in marriage in particular. Ed Hindson's* ex­
hortation to those who are considering ending their marriage for lack of 
affect is:
That’s a selfish, bitter, terribly ungodly, immature, unspiritual 
thing for a Christian to say —  I just don't love him anymore.
What you’re really saying is 'I'm not filled with the spirit of 
God, I'm not obedient to the word of God, I'm out of the will of 
God and I am so self-centered and so full of self pity and selfish­
ness that I have squelched the love that the spirit of God can 
automatically give me (E. Kindson, Liberty Family Seminar Packet,
Side 1, "The War Against the Family").
To those who abide by this philosophy, an unhappy marriage, or general 
unhappiness itself, would be a sign of personal inadequacy and be accom­
panied by the even greater psychological trauma of being "out of the will 
of God" and, hence, spiritually unfit. Members will take great efforts 
to avoid this trauma, and indeed, from observation, couples in the TKBC 
give the appearance of solidarity and mutual warmth. The church cites 
the fact that many marriages have been saved through its ministry and this 
is undoubtedly true. For the spouse who is a true believer, there can be 
no marital difficulties, only spiritual difficulties. On the level of 
general well being, given the ineffability and totally subjectivity of 
perceptions of "being happy," the institutional demands upon the indivi­
dual to perceive himself as happy must have a strong effect in producing 
the member's general perception of well being.
The institution also contributes to the individual's feeling of 
well being by providing an alternative set of goals, a point already dealt 
with, in part, in the discussion of collective identity. Though material 
prosperity per se, as stated, is never repudiated, wealth and other secular
*Ed Hindson is the head of counselling at TKBC.
values are clearly seen as being of little worth compared to the gifts 
of eternal life and the "rewards" of Christian living'. Thus, goals from 
which the membership tends to be excluded, such as occupational status, 
money and sophistication, are replaced, by those which are readily access- 
ible, being "bom again" and becoming a "prayer warrior." Members seem 
to experience a sense of "release" as the importance of secular goals and 
the sense of frustration and failure which accompanies the unobtainabil- 
ity of these goais are simultaneously diminished.
Similarly, the church fosters, with unflagging energy, a strongly 
positive redefinition of self among the congregation. As stated previous­
ly, the majority of members interviewed possessed fundamentalist beliefs 
prior to joining TRBC and thus must all have experienced to varying 
degrees, the negative definition which the predominantly secular world 
places on the holders of such ideas. The recommitment and intensifica­
tion of "the faith" which comes with joining TRBC results in a thorough 
and endless repudiation of this negative definition, and a corresponding 
enhancement of self esteem.
You don't have to be able to be the best reader in all the world 
or the smartest person in all the world. It doesn't matter what 
your background is, or what your limitations are, whether you 
just got saved a couple of days ago. What matters is you are 
willing to say, 'All right Lord, teach me and through me teach 
my family' (Hindson, Liberty Family Seminar Packet, Side C)«
The successful of the modern world, with their sophistication, wealth,
and status lack an answer to the only real problem of man's existence,
his death. They are revealed as helpless minions of Satan who will sooner
or later be vanquished by the servants of the Lord.
The church sJso provides an ideological framework which enables
the individual to better adjust to unavoidable personal problems. Dae
to the fact that God has given eternal life through the sacrifice of His
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own life, to sinners who in no way deserve this gift; becoming upset or 
inordinately worx'ied about the ephemeral difficulties of this world is 
ingratitude, to say the least. God has not promised man that this world 
would be without trials. Those who forget the physical and spiritual 
gifts of God and become disconsolate, obsessed with their present diffi­
culties, perform the ultimate presumptuous act of demanding "more" of a 
God who has gratuitously offered them infinity.
Heartbreak and suffering are taken as realities of living but are 
seen as "trials of faith" which will be rewarded both here and in the 
beyond. "All things do indeed work together' for good to them that love 
God . . .  We glory in tribulations also" (OTGH broadcast, April 23, 1978)* 
"When God says I want you sick, enjoy it" (OTGH broadcast, April 16, 1978). 
The church, however, does not propose a merely quiescent acceptance of 
one's fate. Trials are rewarded in this world also, and among the rewards 
are an increased capacity to deal with personal and social problems.
The institution by thus placing personal problems in a larger per­
spective, and promisirg an ultimately positive resolution of all real 
difficulties for the true believer contributes greatly to the membex''s 
sense of well being. This feeling of well being does not appear as a 
mere defensive rationalization of difficulties but seems, rather, to re­
flect a deep and somewhat positive transformation of attitudes and emo­
tions .
CHAPTER VII
MILITANCY AND THE MORAL STRUGGLE
Finally, my brethren, be strong' in the Lord, and in the power of 
his might. Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be able 
to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle not 
against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against 
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against 
spiritual wickedness in high places. Wherefore take unto you the 
whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil 
day, and having done all, to stand (Ephesians 6:10-13).
As has been stated, the members of TRBC desire to change this evil
world for the better, to be witness to a revival in this country, and to
have their Bible morality legislated into law. In furthering the cause
of this moral regeneration, the atmosphere of a battle is fostered, and.
the members believe that they must be activists in achieving the desired
goal. To this end, "The local church is an organized army, equipped for
battle, ready to charge the enemy. The Sunday School is the attacking
squad: . . . "  (Towns, 197lsU9)* pastor is "the leader in battle,"
(Towns, 1971*51)? and Jesus is the "commander in chief" (Service, Octo-
ber 23, 1977).
The image of combat or an adversary system pervades every aspect 
of the TRBC doctrine. The names of various church organizations and 
publications, and the use of certain phrases reflect this orientation. 
Names such as S.M.I.T.E. (Student Missionary Internship Training for 
Evangelism), Youth Aflame, "Faith Aflame," Church Aflame, "Spark," (the 
church newsletter) and the Flames (the church's football team) portray 
the activist image. References to people as "real soldiers of the cross,
"prayer warriors," and statements that "we’re the army of God," bespeak; 
a militant stance. The churc*h theme (aflame) gives the image of some­
thing explosive or on-fire. There is nothing reticent, passive, or meek 
in the church's presentation, rather it portrays itself in confrontationa 
terms and its slogans suggest that the confrontation is not to take place 
in the atmosphere of debate and persuasion, nor of peaceful coexistence, 
but of force and militant tactics:
Let us capture our cities for Christ. I mean literally overwhelm 
them. Let us do it through the principle of saturation, filling 
the city with our doctrine. And let us do it through the two 
secret weapons of a Bible-believing, Bible-preaching local church: 
(l) contacting people and (2) contacting people continuously" 
(Falwell in Towns, 19735126).
This strong, aggressive military imagery is not uncommon in conver- 
sionist sects. Some of the sectarian origins of many denominational 
churches is evident in such things as their singing of the hymn "Onward 
Christian Soldier," Drawing- directly from the Bible, these sects find 
ample material for the use of this metaphor. One sect in particular, the 
Salvation Army, which was begun by a charismatic man who became the auto­
cratic leader, William Booth, made ample use of the imagery', as its name 
implies. The use of uniforms and military ranks is said to have appealed 
to the imagination of the London working classes in which it became suc­
cessful. Booth himself was called the General (Wilson, 1970:60).
The atmosphere of battle or of an adversary system is constantly 
reinforced by Falwell from the pulpit where he announces that the busi­
ness of the church is to "raise a generation of champions for Christ" and 
that "It's God's will for every Christian to be a champion" (Service, 
February 19, 1978)* MI do not believe God wants us to be anything less 
than champions. We were not called to be pygmies, but giants, not ordi­
nary but extraordinary" (OTGH broadcast, April 2, 1978). The sense of
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competition which is fostered is evident in Falwell’s statement, "You 
need to “be around those who drive you to excell" (OTGH "broadcast, April 
2, 1978).
Struggle is a constant theme throughout the Bible. In Christian 
sects, moral struggles are either internalized or externalized. In the 
former case, sects of the acceptance or avoidance types, the goal is per­
sonal, moral regeneration and inner peace (Yinger, 19701278-79)• At 
Thomas Road the struggle for inner moral purification is a decidedly 
subordinate theme. Individuals actually saved from a life of sin tend 
to be regarded as a pay-off in the church's collective efforts. The 
average member is taught to fight an evil that is part of the outside 
world and the chief moral deficiency within the members themselves is 
lack of zeal or energy in carrying out the Great Commission to convert 
the world. Members do not view themselves as part of the world's prob­
lems but rather as the only solution.
In order to do battle, an enemy or target is needed. Battle lines 
must be drawn. The member of TRBC finds this target in many of the effects 
of modernity. In essence, their morality provides the perspective from 
which to view the evilness inherent in modern civilization in the follow­
ing manner:
The American intoxication with technology and materialism has 
caused us to lapse into a post-Christian immoralism. Public 
officials refuse to use the word 'sin'; prayer has been banned 
from our schools; and biblical morality is looked upon as a 
psychological misfortune, 'obsolete' and 'medieval.' Cur national 
quest for intellectual credibility and our scientific computeri­
zation of proper 'methods' have not only affected our civil life, 
but our churches as well (Hindson, 1975sPreface).
The local church and the nuclear family are believed by the members 
to be two of the oldest God-given institutions. The family is held to 
be the foundation of civilization, the destruction of which would result
in the collapse of society. Preservation of the traditional nuclear 
family is the most important task for TRBC. Literature dealing with 
all aspects of this institution from dating to child-rearing is distri­
buted by the church. Pamphlets such as "Sex and Marriage . . . What the 
Bible Really Says," and "Solving Family Conflicts" instruct couples in 
how to manage their roles in the proper Biblical way. The "chain of 
command" endorsed is one in which the husband has a personal relation­
ship with God, the wife is submissive to the husband, and the children 
are in subjection to the parents (Eindson, pamphlet author).
The source behind the menace to the family is Satan. Satan’s
"plan of attack" on the family in the 20th century consists of four
"weapons": E.R.A., the "playboy philosophy," the "homosexual revolu­
tion," and advances in science which introduce abortion, artificial in­
semination and heart transplants (Hindson, "Liberty Family Seminar Packet, 
Side l). Satan also manifests himself in other ways: the erosion of 
individual initiative, the failure to militarily confront international
communism, the growth of intrusive government bureaucracy in general,
and just about anything that is repugnant to the right-wing mind is sub­
sumed into the Satanic attack, and Falwell concedes —  "You think of the 
person who's the most right, right winger you can think of and. I’m beyond
him" (OTGH broadcast, February 12, 1978).
The main weapon in the struggle against evil is the conversion of
souls who in turn become soldiers for Christ with their own commission
to convert, in an endless process of multiplication. This is typical of 
Wilson’s conversionist sect. However, the church also seeks power in a 
more overt fashion, combatting Satanic institutions such as "the vile 
Hollywood outfit," H.E.W., and liberals in general, through activities
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such as economic boycott and endorsement of conservative candidates.
The most appealing aspect of TKBC is that even the most humble 
member of the congregation, is able to strike a blow as a soul saver. 
Detailed and copious instructions on the techniques of soul winning are 
provided for the members. While Treasure Path to Soul Winning primes 
them by anticipating questions or problems the potential convert might 
introduce and arms them with the appropriate scripture. Let1s Go Soul 
Winning (which is not published by the church but is to be found in 
ample supply in the church bookstore) gives an elementary step-by-step 
guide in how to prepare to win souls. One passage in particular illus­
trates the very basic nature of these instructions:
There are two or three things a soul winner ought to watch.
A soul winner ought to always watch his odor. That is tremen­
dously important. Not only watch about your body odor, but you 
ought to be careful about your breath. One thing that will hurt 
more than most anything else in 30ul winning is bad breath. I 
would suggest that you carry mints with you. We men have a lit­
tle pocket on the inside of our pocket. Put some mints in there.
I always put one in my mouth before I conduct the invitation on 
Sunday and meet folks at the altar. So keep some mints handy.
There are other ways you can help your breath. Gum is good 
if you chew it when no one sees you. Someone said the only dif­
ference between a gum-chewing flapper and a cud-chewing cow is the 
intelligent look on the face of the cowj You can also use Sen-Sen. 
I used to get a bottle of Listerine to keep in my car and between 
each visit I gargled (Hyles, 1962:13).
Tiie passage also reflects the willingness of the believer to be treated 
in an infantile manner by the Institution, in order to contribute to 
success in "battle.11 The church makes it clear that it is shaping "an 
army," and it is regarded as an extremely positive virtue for the indi­
vidual to allow himself to be shaped to fit into the army by conforming 
to rigid and pervasive norms.
As stated, members believe "this universe is a testimony of God's 
organisation. ‘ Everything is in the right place, doing the right thing"
(OTGH broadcast, April 16, 1978). God's order is mirrored in the organi­
zation of the church where every member has his own "place" and role, to 
be conducted in a precisely described manner. Obedience is seen as an 
essential element both to the community and to the moral and psychologi­
cal development of the individual. Commenting on the code of dress, 
appearance, and behavior to which the LBC students must adhere, Falwell 
states: "’discipline1 is necessary in the development of character . . .
No young man will ever be a leader until he learns to be a good follower 
« • . Our young people do not necessarily have to agree with all our 
rules. They simply have to obey them" (New Ways for the Last Bays, 
"Building Successful Homes"). Hence, the emphasis is not on internaliz­
ing the values, but on manifesting them through overt participation in 
the norms. -Naturally, this conformity contributes to an internalization 
of the norms; however, this is not reached through intellectual trial 
and error, but through a behavioral conformity to group rules— -"They 
simply have to obey them."
The obedience and conformity exhibited by the members is, of course, 
very useful to the institution in its attempts to aggressively mobilize 
and direct their energies. Upon visiting LBC, conservative political 
commentator Paul Harvey noted this aspect of the organization and ex­
pressed high hopes for the effects that such a dedicated and disciplined 
group could have on the country. He commented enthusiastically on the 
central role that authority played in the institution: "It's the Falwell
philosophy that when you're training soldiers, you first must have a boot 
camp. In boot camp you're taught to respect authority" ("Faith to Move 
Mountains," Faith Aflame, January/February 1978:1;).
Another technique used to bolster the energy and conviction of the
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disciplined army, which also reinforces conformity, is "biblical separa­
tion." Members are "warned to come out from among the world and be 
separate" (OTGH broadcast, April 2, 1978). They are exhorted not only 
to abstain from drinking, dancing, etc., but are advised to refrain from 
associating with ungodly people as well. " . . .  You associate with un­
godly and unspiritual people and it will soon affect your conversation, 
your thought processes, your lifestyle. It will affect the way you live. 
We need to be conformed to championship status by associating with saved 
and spiritual people" (OTGH broadcast, April 2, 1978).
Members are taught to isolate themselves not only from "ungodly" 
individuals but also to deliberately limit their access to opposing 
points of view. The refusal to hear dissonant viewpoints pertains not 
only to the average member but even extends into higher education where 
the free exchange of ideas is usually regarded as a necessity in intel­
lectual development. A professor of Biology at one of Lynchburg’s secu­
lar colleges relates that he was approached by a member of the LBC science 
faculty. The LBC facility member told the "liberal" biologist that LBC 
realized that his "liberal" and "modernist" theories of biology differed 
from theirs. He said that they felt it would be interesting if a member 
of their "science" faculty would be permitted to present the opposing 
"fundamentalist" viewpoint of evolution to biology classes at the secular 
college. The "liberal" biology professor responded, quite sincerely, 
that he thought this was a very good idea and that he felt students 
should be exposed, to as wide a variety of ideas as possible. He added 
that he thought that it would be equally useful if he were permitted to 
present his "liberal" views to science classes at LBC. At that point 
the discussion was broken off, and the "liberal" v/as not approached by
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LBC on the subject again (interview, April 20, 1978).
As part of their militant stance, TEBC's mode of interaction with 
the outside world replaces dialogue with "saturation monologue." Since 
members already possess the absolute truth, the external world has 
nothing useful to add. Opposing viewpoints are not merely wrong, but 
constitute a Satanic attack and imminent threat to the soul of the be­
liever. This Satanic menace is not viewed abstractly, but is presented 
as a living palpable force which surrounds them every moment of their 
lives. Falwell states:
Satan never relaxes. He never pillows his head. When you get up 
in the morning, the enemy already is there waiting for you. Mien 
you go to your job, the adversary beats you there. At night when 
you lay your head down on the pillow, the tempter is standing, 
waiting, watching1. Satan is looking for every opportunity to 
knock you out of fellowship with God. He wants to get you spiri­
tually out of gear. He wants to wreck and ruin your testimony. 
Learn how to resist the devil and he will flee from you. Endure 
hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ (Towns, 1973a:136).
The basic method for resisting Satan, members are told, is simply to re­
fuse to listen to the "snares" of false doctrine and modem thought. 
FaHwell warns his congregation that they may be approached by proselytes 
from various cults. Members, Falwell says, should immediately ask if 
the proselyte believes that Jesus was the Divinity, If the proselyte 
even hesitates in his answer, the member must literally "slam the door 
in his face. Don't worry about being rude. God will forgive you for 
being rude" (Service, October 23> 1977)-
Thus, by affirming the value of obedience, conformity, and organi­
zation; by giving even the humblest member a concrete means of waging 
combat (soul winning and donations); and by erecting inflexible barriers 
to dissonant information; TRBC strengthens the energy and commitment of 
its membership to "war" on the outside world. This commitment by the
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congregation to the moral struggle, particularly in the political sphere, 
is assisted by a simple ignorance of practical political realities, which 
enables them to erect both fictitious threats and triumphs and to be so 
spurred on to further efforts. A member who may not even know the names 
of the countries involved in the Middle East conflict will, of course, 
be completely aware that his minister is going to visit the president of 
ISgypt. Out of simple ignorance of other possibilities, any changes in 
the short- or long-term future in the area will inevitably be connected
to this event and to "prayer".
This ability to create and triumph in their own fictitious struggle 
is clearly seen on the question of E.R.A. The members of TRBC unani­
mously feel that they and their minister almost singlehandedly stopped 
ERA in the 1978 session of the Virginia General Assembly by a letter 
campaign and the sending of busloads of vocal constituents to Richmond.
In fact, the fate of ERA in Virginia in 1978 was never in question accord­
ing to one legislative aide. As a member of the professional staff of 
the House of Delegates relates:
Everyone knew that ERA would never even get cut of the Privileges 
and Elections Committee months ago. The committee members have 
studied it thoroughly for years and made up their minds way back. 
Only one person's vote was actually uncertain and he didn't make 
any difference because the Speaker had stacked the committee so 
heavily against ERA. Besides, these legislators are very familiar
with the issue and are concerned only with the legal and technical
ramifications of ERA. They have a scandalous lack of interest in 
what Galatians X:8 says about women and all that. If all these 
fundamentalists impressed anyone it was themselves (interview,
March 18, 1978).
The feeling of having attained a victory, however, remains with the mem­
bers, and its remembrance will support them in future struggles. As 
Falwell commented at the end of his sermon on abortion when he was in­
structing his audience in the proper steps to be taken in combatting
Medic-aid funding for abortion in the state legislature —  "Just like it 
worked on E.R.A. it ought to work on mass murder" (Sermon, February 26,
1978).
Finally, we can say in a real sense that the struggle against evil 
has become an end in itself. This is particularly true for the institu­
tion as a whole and its goal of continued growth. The drama of cosmic 
conflict is both a most effective message for gaining new members and a 
necessity in energizing the old elite to go out and gather In converts. 
The continual discovery of new Satanic menaces is absolutely essential 
in maintaining the urgent mobilization of psychic and material resources 
which makes the institution attractive to begin with.
CHAPTER VIII
HP/INE MANDATE AND THE ELECTRONIC MEDIA
I have been broadcasting by television and radio for more than 21 
years. I know the power of the media and feel the compulsion of 
a divine mandate to preach the Gospel to every creature. The 
only possible way we can reach l+.l billion souls in our generation 
is ’by using every available means to reach every available per­
son at every available time.’ Me cannot reach the masses without 
the use of television, radio and the printed page (Falwell, ’’Faith 
Aflame ", January/February 1978:9).
The use of the media, especially electronic, is a primary adjunct 
of the church's philosophy of saturation evangelism. While the members 
feel impelled to make use of this tool themselves, they exhibit a marked 
distrust of secular media (print, radio, and television). It will be 
remembered that during the Securities and Exchange Commission (S.E.C.) 
trial, Falwell instructed his members not to believe what they read in 
the papers. He has repeatedly referred to the ’’liberal, biased press” 
in this country and has accused them of printing only ungodly news and 
failing' to report on events that would point to a revival in this coun­
try, revealing, however, that "if we have a revival, the press won’t 
matter’’ (Service, November 23? 1977). The church’s campaigns against 
the present content of television entertainment reveads their desire to 
cleanse or control the media.
The TEBC policy on the media is provided by the following passage 
from New Ways for the Last Days in the section "Utilizing the Media":
. . .  An omniscient God, who knows all things, was well aware of 
the population explosion and the need for ’means’ by which our 
Gospel could be propogated to everyone . . .  If we are to truly 
reach this world for Christ during our time, we must utilize the 
media.
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One member explained his view of the media by saying that "the media are 
a God given gift and they are to be used for His purpose." He stated 
further that "God didn’t mean for smut, violence, and sex to be portrayed 
on TV" and that this constitutes an improper use of the media. The fact 
that Falwell "is heard by more people in one Sunday than Paul preached 
to in his entire ministry" was also mentioned, and seem3 to be regarded 
as significant by many members as it Is a repeatedly expressed theme 
(interview, February 11, 1978).
At the convention of National Religious Broadcasters (NEB), held 
in Washington, B.C., in May 1978, Falwell explained that God had provided 
television "Not to help Anheuser-Busch, Proctor and Gamble and CBS, but 
to help the church bring the Gospel to every creature on Earth" (Phila­
delphia Inquirer, January 29, 1978). Hence, television is viewed as a 
most efficacious method by which to abide by the strategy of saturation. 
At present, the TRBC services are heard on over 500 radio stations and 
at least 300 television stations (Statistical Study, p. 2). Falwell be­
gan broadcasting by radio in 1956, the year the church was formed, and 
according to church literature, "We are now seeing a tremendous harvest 
as a result of this seed sowing" (New Ways for the hast Bays. "Utilizing 
the Media").
Apparently, the evangelists as a whole have been reaping a harvest. 
Figures released by the Federal Communications Commission show that 
Christian broadcasting stations comprise about 12% of the country’s 8,1*23 
radio stations and approximately 5% of the 1,525 television stations. 
According to the NEB’s executive director, Benjamin Armstrong, the reli­
gious stations are growing with greater rapidity than any other segment 
of broadcasting (Philadelphia Inquirer, January 29, 1978). This does not
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include the stations on which air time is bought and which give the evan­
gelicals their greatest exposure. The NEB estimates that its members 
attract an audience of 111* million to their radio broadcasts and that ll* 
million viewers tune in to the televised ministries of Oral Roberts,
Jimmy Swaggart, and Jerry Falwell. These statistics lend a basis for 
such evangelist's hopes of creating a fourth major television network 
which will broadcast only religiously oriented shows and services (Briggs, 
1978:203).
We seem to be approaching the age of the "electronic church." Ben­
jamin Armstrong says of this institution that "It's like joining the local 
church. They are loyal to it and support it with their gifts" (Briggs, 
1978:203). This is true at TEBC where, in addition to the local congre­
gation, Falwell has a second, much larger electronic congregation spread 
throughout the nation. Falwell states that the activities of Thomas Road 
are supported by between seven and 800,000 families throughout the United 
States and Canada. Clearly the bulk of the church’s annual operating 
budget of over $35 million could not be borne by the local congregation • 
of 16,000.
In order to acquire the financial support of 700,000 families across 
the nation, over 15% of the "Old Time Gospel Hour" (0TGH) is devoted to 
solicitations for funds. These solicitations show considerable profes­
sional sophistication. In one Sunday service, Falwell presented the 
following solicitations. He urged viewers to join the 15,000 Club re­
quiring a contribution of $100 for a scholarship fund for LBC students. 
This appeal was followed by a "birthday gift for Jesus." These funds 
were to be used for expanded media coverage of a broadcast of the Living 
Christmas Tree, a special Christmas performance by the TRBC choir and
other singing groups arranged on a decorated scaffolding in tlie shape of
a. Christmas tree. The performance was to he targeted for "helpless shut- 
ins" over the Christmas holidays (Service, October 23, 1977)*
The solicitations are not only connected to immediate projects 
which give the electronic audience a vivid sense of participation (the 
progress of buildings under construction is described practically room 
by room), or to a variety of "clubs” which gives a sense of belonging; 
but each contribution campaign is usually matched with a concrete momento 
serving as a token, of the giver's generosity. Contributors to the schola 
ship fund receive "handsomely bound" editions of the Bible, concordances, 
and Bible dictionaries, which are described in profuse detail, much in 
the manner of a commercial advertisement. Members of "Faith Partners" 
receive a "personal" monthly letter from Falwell, the Faith Aflame maga­
zine, and Pathways, which is designed to take the individual through a 
reading’ of the Bible in one year. Recently, contributions have been 
sought for the Champions for Christ campaign, a drive to finance the 
12,000-seat Liberty Memorial Center. Contributors will have a brick 
placed in the foyer of this building, inscribed with their names and the 
name of a particular loved one whom they wish to memorialize. They will 
also receive a duplicate brick as their own personal keepsake. During 
each service, Falwell displays a sample brick dedicated by he and his 
wife in memory of his father and mother, "who are now in Heaven." He 
describes the inscription, "carved by laser beam," and the general 
attractiveness of the brick, making it suitable for display in one's home 
or office.
Viewers who cannot afford the $^00 contribution necessary for their 
own brick in the Memorial foyer are asked to become a. "friend of Liberty"
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or are approached by a letter campaign urging them to "stake your claim 
on Liberty Mountain." Those who make a $100 "faith investment . . . to 
build the World’s Greatest Christian School on Liberty Mountain" will 
have "one square foot of land" on the mountain symbolically dedicated to 
themselves. Moreover, they will receive a "Faith Claim Certificate suit­
able for framing," have their names carved on the base of the mountain's 
"Liberty Shrine" (topped by the Liberty Bell). They also will receive 
a "magnificent Bicentennial Bible, now a collector’s edition." The 
solicitation is accompanied by a color brochure picturing "the stake;" 
and a Bicentennial Bible, with a red, white, and blue bookmark, and 
flanked by Old Glory and a frontier flintlock. The Bibles are presumably 
surplus from an advertising campaign of the previous two years (Falwell 
Letter, April 20, 1973)•
The professional and businesslike approach, utilizing the best of 
marketing techniques, is evident throughout all solicitations. This 
same professionalism permeates every aspect of the OTGH series. While 
the camera focuses elsewhere, personnel scurry around the pulpit on 
urgent errands, and Falwell gestures in TV sign language calling per­
formers to "stretch" or "cut short" like any show business veteran.
Media expertise is especially striking in the musical performances. 
Crooning into hand-held microphones, to a taped orchestral background, 
while the camera pans their alternately smiling and emotion-wrought 
faces, the performers are, except for a, physical restraint in movement, 
almost identical to standard television singers and a striking contrast 
to the usual church fare. Moreover, mil ike other broadcast ministries 
in the area, the music of the OTGH is devoid of a southern or country 
tone, and thus more capable of appealing to a broad nationwide audience.
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The OTGH also provides the viewer with a stable set of performers, 
each distinguished, by a few traits, generally humorous, which convey a 
sense of "personality." This tactic, typical of many variety and. talk 
shows, is effective in creating a feeling of familiarity and. intimacy in 
the viewer.
Standard performers are characterized in the following manner. A 
dark-complexioned soloist, Patty Rizzo, is inevitably introduced as the 
"little Sicilian," usually with some embellishment on her heritage being 
given. In introducing Mark Fox, a very corpulent evangelistic singer, 
Falwell will jokingly remark that he enjoys sharing the stage with Mark 
because he makes him look small by comparison. Robbie Hiner's image is 
one of the young, fun-loving Christian whose dignity does not suffer from 
having a snowball playfully dropped on his head during a broadcast from 
Liberty Mountain. One can usually expect a few jokes from Falwell prior 
to Hiner's singing performance which generally highlight the playful 
nature of this recent LBC graduate. Lon Norman, the executive producer 
of the OTGH, who performs solos, maintains a somewhat more dignified 
image, but Falwell is not above revealing that his "dear, vain Brother 
Norman" wears contact lenses. Falwell often kids Jim Moon, the copastor, 
about his love for country-western music, revealing that Moon believes 
that this is the music he will hear in heaven.
The LBC Chorale, which performs in the services, frequently inter­
sperses songs with .individual singer's highly personal testimonies. Fal­
well comments on events in their personal lives. He recently asked one 
of the girls to raise her left hand so the camera could focus on it, 
revealing that she had just become engaged. He teases another of the 
woman singers in this group, explaining that she has been trying,
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unsuccessfully sc far, to get a certain man to marry her. Falwell often 
concludes these remarks by exhorting her "to keep trying." Viewers may 
anticipate the day when she too will raise her left hand to reveal a 
diamond.
Falwell often banters with the various performers. A frequent joke 
is when he reads out the toll-free number which viewers are to call to 
receive Jesus First pins, etc., and then requests whichever group is on­
stage at the time to repeat this number. They usually falter after the 
first few digits which prompts Falwell to jokingly remark on how "dumb” 
they are. Everyone gets a good chuckle out of these antics which are 
reminiscent of (although more highly personalised than) the game show 
host who indulges in banter with the audience to loosen things up before 
they get down to the business at hand,
The congregation as a whole appears to have a sense of being per­
formers, and are utilized as such during the television show as the 
camera pans the packed auditorium, or focuses on an individual locating 
scriptures in the Bible. Don Norman occasionally reminds them of this 
role by announcing that "This service is being broadcast live by radio, 
so let's really let them hear us sing." Once in a tri-weekly chapel 
service, the speaker announced that an upcoming service would be tele­
vised and jokingly instructed them that this meant they were to behave 
properly; not to wave into the camera or otherwise call attention to them­
selves. This was received with laughter by the audience —  as veteran 
performers, their poise in front of the camera is accepted as a matter of 
course.
The OTGH programs and their centerpiece, Falwell*s sermons, reveal 
the complete suitability of the television medium to the Thomas Road
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message. In keeping with the style of a news broadcaster, rigidly con­
fined by time limits and the viewer's attention span, Falwell's sermons 
whittle away the complexity and ambiguity of any situation or issue to 
reveal a message of marked simplicity, which can be absorbed without any 
intellectual effort. Greys give way to recurring patterns of black and 
white, typical of all television melodrama.
Falwell's efforts conform readily to Joseph Klapper's dictum on 
the limited use of mass communications in attitude formation. According 
to Klapper (formerly the director of the Bureau of Applied Social Research 
at Columbia University), the media are generally incapable of converting 
or reversing attitudes. They serve instead to reinforce preexistant atti­
tudes or to create attitudes on subjects about which the audience had no 
previously existing attitude. Media are most effective in changing the 
intensity of preexisting attitudes rather than in changing the direction 
of attitudes (Sherif and Sherif, 1967:299-.30l) •
Speaking more generally, the social psychologists Paul F. Secord 
and Carl W. Backman relate that
Mass communications which attempt to bring about marked changes in 
attitude are unlikely to succeed. But communications that capital­
ise on attitudes and motives already existing in the population, 
and that produce facts leading to an easily available' course of 
action serving these attitudes and motives, may be quite effective 
(Secord and Backman, 196I4.:227).
Even to a lay observer, with no particular knowledge of Christian thought, 
Falwell’s messages show a remarkable absence of novel or abstruse thought. 
As noted previously, the vast majority of people interviewed at the church 
came from religious and fundamentalist backgrounds, and the same is prob­
ably true of the television audience, as it was revealed at the NRB con­
vention that for these evangelists: "While saving souls is clearly their
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goal, they are increasingly aware that their audiences are overwhelmingly 
composed of those who are already committed evangelical Christians" 
(Briggs, 1978:203). Hence, as Falwell leads them again and again through 
■basic "truths" such as, "Jesus died to save us from our sins, we are all 
sinners and cannot be saved by works but only through faith in Christ," 
these people can scarcely be said to be gaining much information or under­
going any attitude change. The goal is rather twofold: to present them
a predictable universe of familiar ideas free of uncertainties, end to 
emotionally exhort them to "championship," i.e., to intensify their atti­
tudes. True, the church does seek "conversions" and is apparently quite 
successful in this. But, here again, the emphasis is on reaching people 
in emotional turmoil. Falwell likes to speak of people in trouble-, death 
bed conversions, and those on "the brink, of suicide." The rational argu­
ment and logical persuasion inherent in an actual attitude change are at 
a minimum.
Emotion is the driving force in all of Falwell’s sermons. The
audience is not called upon to passively reflect on any theme or idea.
Instead, he demands activity and emotional participation. The message
reaches out to the electronic church throughout the nation:
Those of you watching by television, from a hospital bed, a hotel 
room, or there in your own home, and you're not saved. You need 
to kneel, bow, by that television set and cry out 'God have mercy 
upon me a sinner. Save me for Christ's sake.' And he'll save 
you right where you are (OTGH broadcast, April 23, 1978)*
If driving down the road and listening to the broadcast by radio, Falwell
instructs the audience to pull off the road and "make your steering* wheel
an altar," and accept Christ (Service, February 26, 1978). Even though
generally taped, these appeals give an overwhelming impression of being
live. The emotion, the sense of immediacy, the demand to act rather than
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think, are all naturally suited to radio and television, and it is cer­
tain that their effectiveness would be lost if reduced only to print.
The church has a frank recognition of the effectiveness of modern 
techniques in mass communications which extends also to their voluminous 
printed ministry. But clearly their greatest strength lies in the use 
of electronic communications• The church is preparing itself to carry 
out God's mandate to reach all of America with the electronic gospel, the 
gospel of the future. Liberty Baptist College (LBC) has a separate 
department of Television, Radio and Film (TVRF) in which students can 
major. The expressed objective of the department is "to. produce dedicated, 
quality Christian communicators, who are prepared to communicate Jesus 
Christ and the Scriptures to the modem world" (LBC Catalogue, 1978-795 
lUl). Courses include "Religious Broadcasting," a study of the princi­
ples of effective communication of the Scriptures by means of television 
and radio, "Religious Films," and "International Broadcasting," which 
include missionary broadcasting. Other courses provide students with 
technical film and broadcast skills which will enable them to play a pro­
minent role in the expanding "believers," media network with which the 
Falwellites hope to saturate and save the nation.
CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION
In its general features, Thomas Road Baptist Church (TRBC) typifies 
the concept of an Established Sect set forth by J. Milton Yinger in The 
Scientific Study of Religion. The sect expresses a conflict with dominant 
society and an alienation from at least some of the values of the prevail­
ing culture. Sects in their pure form are relatively ephemeral, unstable 
organiza.ticns which are difficult to maintain beyond one generation be­
cause of the intensity of alienation which they express, their exclusiv­
ity, the degree of commitment which they require, and their lack of struc­
ture. The Established Sect, on the other hand, while continuing in its 
moral protest, is less alienated, more stable, and less exclusive, and 
displays a much greater degree of organization, thus making it longer 
lived (Yinger, 19?0:25>2~277).
As a sect, TRBC expresses its alienation by attempting to aggress- 
ively transform the secular world it has rejected. This attempt at 
aggressive transformation manifests itself in three modes at TRBC: seek­
ing to convert on an individual basis and thereby changing the world by 
filling it with "better people;" cosmological predictions and expectations
See Yinger, 1970:27o. Yinger, in a very illuminating fashion, di­
vides sects into three types, depending upon their response to the society 
from which they are alienated. These ideal types are, first, the Accept­
ance Sect which does not engage in active protest against the dominant 
society but seeks salvation on an individual level. Secondly, the Aggres­
sive Sect which seeks power over a society from which they feel themselves 
to be politically excluded; and thirdly, the Avoidance Sect which with­
draws from this world and seeks satisfaction in other worldly and mystical 
pursuits (Yinger, 1970:275-278).
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concerning an imminent, divinely directed apocalypse; and endeavors to 
create a more wholesome social environment through organized intervention 
in overt political processes.
The success of TRBC as a growing institution and agency for social 
change is in large part dependent upon the personality of its leader,
Jerry Falwell. The leader possesses charismatic qualities for his fol­
lowers in the sense that he is seen as a vehicle through which super­
natural forces are manifested in the affairs of humans. However, the 
leader takes pains to identify himself with his followers, rejecting the 
image of a superhuman and stressing an image of the common man who under­
stands and expresses the everyday values and concerns of a working and 
middle class audience. Finally, although Falwell is an effective per­
former and striking- personality, those qualities conventionally associated 
with charisma such as emotional impact and personal persuasiveness are 
perhaps not as important to the success of the institution as his abili­
ties as an entrepreneur and administrator. In this sense, it is his drive, 
organizational ability, willingness to innovate and take risks which are 
the most important factors he has brought to TRBC.
■While the church’s proclaimed goal is to convert and transform the 
world around it, its membership seems to be largely drawn from lower mid­
dle class individuals with prior fundamentalist backgrounds. Thus the 
institution serves to intensify preexisting* beliefs and to dramatically 
reinforce the individual’s commitment to these ideals. Similarly, the 
institution provides a transformation of values and a corresponding re- 
evaluation of the ’’self” of its members. Secular goals and qualities, 
such as wealth, occupational status, and education, which the members may 
have lacked, are depreciated, while those qualities which are more access­
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ible to the membership as a whole, such as faith, doctrinal purity, and 
personal commitment, are revealed as the true marks of distinction. The 
individual’s self esteem is bolstered by his identification with and 
participation in a powerful institution with its self-proclaimed meta- 
historical importance. This sense of belonging to the all-important group 
is deliberately fostered by techniques ranging from common physical 
appearance to group indoctrination.
The members of TRBC are taught to view themselves as warriors in 
an intense struggle with satanic forces outside the church. The adversary 
relationship and atmosphere of battle pervades all activities at Thomas 
Road. ’’Modernism," particularly feminism, new sexual mores, political 
liberalism, communism, and intellectual threats to fundamentalist doctrine 
are seen as the principle tools in Satan’s attack on mankind in the present 
day. ’’Materialism" is regarded as harmful, only if it distracts the indi­
vidual from religious concerns; wealth and material goods per se are seen 
as blessing's from God.
The imagery.and rhetoric of moral struggle convey a sense of per­
sonal drama to the members of TRBC and enliven an otherwise ordinary
existence. While the sincerity of their beliefs should not be questioned,
1
the emphasis on the immediate and unrelenting presence of satanic menaces 
to be combatted is 'essential in maintaining an urgent mobilization of 
psychic resources which is itself a large part of the church's continuing 
appeal.
TRBC regards the electronic media as a special instrument given 
them by God in their struggle against secularism. The nature of the 
electronic media themselves, with their general tendency toward the 
dramatic, nonintellectual, and emotional, seem especially suitable to the
church's message. Even though their program, the Old Time Gospel Hour 
(OTGH), has never abandoned the basic format of a revivalistic religious 
service, it has adopted many sophisticated broadcasting techniques, espe­
cially in the area of merchandising. The extended nationwide electronic 
congregation of approximately 20 million, including about 800,000 who 
financially support the church's activities, has elevated an essentially 
rural, southern church into a major national influence with even greater 
potential for the future.
Growth in both the local and electronic congregations has been an 
important goal to the church since its onset, and the importance of growth 
to the institution as a whole has increased to the point that continuing 
•expansion has perhaps become essential to the church’s ability to func­
tion at its current level of activity. Except fox' the early emphasis on 
growth and the activist stance, TRBC is remarkably similar to other funda­
mentalist churches. In doctrine, lifestyle, style ox liturgy, and general 
philosophy, the church has little to set it apart from its less successful 
fundamentalist competitors. Zeal and dedication may account for the 
church's initial success and continue to the present to be important fac­
tors, but, from an early point it has been clear that it is the church’s 
success itself which in a large part has fostered further growth and 
success. New members were drawn to the "fastest growing Sunday School in 
America.” Leaving the anonymity and powrerlessness of obscure small 
churches,they joined an institution that was visited and catered to by 
political and social notables, ’where it was obvious that "something impor­
tant was happening." The importance and continuing success of the church 
gave them a personal sense of importance and accomplishment.
Nevertheless, in spite of its record of past triumphs, the key to
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Thomas Road's dynamism and ability to draw both a huge membership end 
great commitment from its members has always been the promise of unlimited 
future prospects which it presented. If the church were to lose its 
abilit;/ to realize ever larger goals, it is unlikely that it would be 
able to maintain the current level of interest and financial sacrifice 
among its membership upon which it now depends. This is particularly 
true of the nationwide electronic congregation whose large donations sus­
tain the church's present activities. To a certain extent, continued 
expansion and greater success has become an end in itself for the insti­
tution, without which it could not survive in its present form.
Although beset by intermittent financial crises due to the break­
neck pace and speculative nature of its expansion, the prospects for TRBC 
becoming an ever larger institution and national force are good. An 
interesting topic for research at a future, perhaps distant date, will 
be the institution’s efforts to adjust to a new role when its expansion 
eventually tapers off.
Another topic which should be dealt with, but which is beyond the 
scope of this inquiry, is whether or not the growth of TRBC and evangeli­
cal Christianity in general, in fact represents a real numerical expansion 
among fundamentalists. As indicated, the interviews conducted for this 
study suggested that few participants were indeed converted from non­
fundamentalist ranks. Quantitative studies should be conducted to deter­
mine if evangelicals are an expanding social group or merely an increas­
ingly organized and vocal group; also whether in fact their evangelizing 
reaches any audience other than themselves.
Other topics for further research which suggest themselves at this 
point are the impact of industrialization on the development of evangelical
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organizations.- The Lynchburg area in which TRBC is situated was predomi­
nantly rural until the early I960’s. The time of TRBC’s early growth 
coincides with the time when large numbers of families began leaving the 
farm to take work in factories which were rapidly springing up in the 
area. It is possible that the fundamentalist’s aggressiveness was simply 
an attempt by traditionally minded persons to ward off the intrusion of 
secularism and other changes which inevitably accompanied the shift in 
the economic structure of the area. Such a conclusion might be reached 
if further research determined that there was a tendency for aggressive 
evangelical institutions to develop in areas of rapid industrial change.
Among other topics which could lead to further fruitful research 
are the church’s extreme efforts to maintain traditional sex role differ­
entiation, and the somewhat unique sense of psychological well being of 
the church members. Some effort has been made here to analyze the fac­
tors and techniques which contribute to this sense of well being which 
is apparent to anyone who spends time within the church; but these pro­
vide only a partial explanation, and further efforts should be made to 
come to grips with this factor which may prove to be crucial to an under­
standing of the church. As with the.church as a whole, the issue seems
t
both complex and exciting and would provide limitless possibilities for 
study.
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22, 1977, P. 4.
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Pamphlets and Miscellaneous Materials 
Pertaining to 
Thomas Road Baptist Church
Services attended at Thomas Road Baptist Church; October 19> 20, 23,
30; November 2, 7, 10, 23; December 1+, ll+, 18, 1977 5 January 8,
18, 25? February 5, 12, 19, 22, 26; March 1, 5, 12, 15; April 
2, 19, 30, 1978, '
"The Old Time Gospel Hour” broadcast tapes; November 27, December. i+, 
1977; March 5, 26; April 2, 16, 23; May 28, 1978.
^Covert, Harry/. "Statistical Study of the Thomas Road Baptist Church 
Ministries.” April 29, 1977 (mimeographed).
Davis, Tobyann with Ruth Tomczak. "Jerry Falwell: A Man in the People
Business." A booklet about Jerry Falwell in honor of Founder’s 
Day, April 22, 1977*
"Faith to Move Mountains.” Faith Aflame, January/February, 1978:Ip.
Falwell, Jerry, "Be a Part of God’s Miracle . . .  on Liberty Mountain." 
Letter to church contributors, April 20, 1978.
. New Ways for the Last Days I n.d.
. "Let Us Hang Together.” (Faith Partners Sermon-of-the Month), 
n. d.
. "100,000 Faith Partners Needed Now or Television Stations
Will Be Dropped!” Faith Aflame, January/February, 19 78 ;9•
. "How to Make Decisions." TV Facts, March 19-25, 1978, p. 3«
. "Dealing With Worry.” TV Facts, April 23-29, 1978, p. 3»
. "Getting Results." TV Facts, April 30, 1978, p. 3 .
. "God's Purpose in the Creation and Redemption of Man." Thomas 
Road Baptist Church, n.d.
"Flames Football." (A pamphlet about the Liberty Baptist College foot­
ball team), Fall, 1977•
Grooms, J. 0., B. D. Evangelist. Treasure Path to Soul Winning. Box 
210l|., Lynchburg, Virginia, n.d.
Hindson, Ed., Dr. How to Win the War Against the Family. Lynchburg,
Va,: Liberty Press, n.d.
  Liberty Family Seminar Packet. Thomas Hoad Baptist Church
"Xcassette tapes), n.d.
. ’’Discipline that Really WorksJM TRBC pamphlet, n.d.
 ____. ”Sex and Marriage . . . What the Bible Really Says." TRBC
pamphlet, n.d.
. "Solving Family Conflicts." TRBC pamphlet, n.d.
Liberty Baptist College Catalogue, 1978-1979. Volume VIII, Number 1, 
January, 1978.
Lynchburg Christian Academy. A brochure providing- information on the 
elementary, junior high, and high school of TRBC, n.d.
Office of Student Affairs, Liberty Baptist College. The Liberty Way, 
1977-78.
"Urgent $5 Million Needed." Journal-Champion (Thomas Road Baptist Church 
publication). September 1, 1978:1.
Wilmington, Harold, Dr. "Announcing Liberty Home Bible Institute." n.d.
Interviews
1. Informal interview with the wife of a freshman at Liberty Baptist
College (LBC). The interview took place in the TRBC mailing room. 
November 3, 1977*
2. Informal interview with a man who is a student at LBC and an employee
of TRBC. February 11, 1978.
3. Private interview in the office of a minister whose church is across
town from TRBC. February 13, 1978.
1+. Private interview with a woman who hosts a local talk show. February
15, 1978.
5. Private interview with a woman who works as a counselor in a halfway
house for mentally retarded women. Several of her clients are 
members of TRBC. February 15, 1978.
6 . Private interview with a woman employee of a federally funded program
to aid the elderly who commented on experiences her clients have 
had with TRBC. February 17, 1978.
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7. Four interviews with s. former member of TRBC which took place in the
interviewee’s home. February 17, 25>; March 21; and April 3, 1978*
8. Two private interviews with a woman who works in the publications
department of TKBC and is a dedicated member of the church. Febru­
ary 21, and March 7» 1978*
9. Informal interview with a security guard at the TRBC business offices.-
He is a member of TKBC. March 2, 1978.
10. Private interview in the office of an advertising agent whose chief
customer is TKBC. March 2, 1978.
11. Interview with two women who work for a TKBC-related ministry who
are long-time members of TKBC. March 3> 1978.
12. Private interview in the home of a professor at Liberty Baptist Col­
lege, March 13? 1978.
13. Private interview with a woman employee of TRBC who is a member of
the church. March 1$, 1978.
1^ . Private interview in the office of the editor-in-chief of all TKBC
publications. March 16, 1978.
15. Private interview with a member of the professional staff of the
Virginia House of Delegates. Richmond, Virginia, March 18, 1978.
lb. Two interviews in the office of a professor at Central Virginia
Community College. He is unaffiliated, with TRBC but has done some
research there. March 22,and April 3> 1978
17. Private interview with a woman employed at a local business. She •
has no connection with TRBC but has friends who do. March 23, 1978*
1,8. Informal interview with a Lynchburg businessman who employs members
of TKBC in his store but is personally not affiliated with the 
church. April 1+, 1978. »
19. Private Interview in the home of a man who has worked in local and
state politics and is unaffiliated with TRBC. April 16, 1978.
20. Informal interview in the home of a professor who teaches at one of
Lynchburg’s secular, four-year colleges. April 20, 1978.
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